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Study of ferrites on nanoscale has attracted lot of attention of scientific 
community due to growing demand of smart materials with high resistivity and high 
memory storage edacity. This thesis presents the synthesization and characterization of 
spinel ferrite nanoparticles. However, in addition some bulk materials were also 
synthesized and characterized. The results of this thesis contribute to the knowledge of 
synthesization and effect of size and doping on overall properties such as structural, 
electrical and magnetic properties of spinel ferrite nanoparticles and as well as effect of 
doping on the properties of bulk ferrites. The ferrite systems synthesized and 
characterized in this thesis are: nanoparticles of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04, bulk systems of 
Coo 5Fe2.5-xCdx04 and Mni+xFe2-xTix04. 
Chapter 1 deals with a brief introduction about the magnetism, types of magnetic 
materials and the definition of its subcategories such as; the phenomenon of 
diamagnetism, paramagnetism, ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism, antiferromagnetism and 
superparamagnetism. The chapter also discusses in brief the origin of the 
superparamagnetism and role of size in the magnetic properties of the materials. Apart 
fi"om all these, brief introductions about the ferrites and the origin of different properties 
such as electrical and magnetic properties have been discussed. 
Chapter 2 covers the necessary theoretical backgroimd and experimental details of 
the various techniques employed for characterization of the material related to the 
structural, electrical and magnetic properties of the as studied systems. 
Ch^ter 3 comprises all the experimental results of the spinel nano ferrite particles 
of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 prepared through simple sol-gel method. The XRD analysis of as 
synthesized samples of Nio2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 confirmed the nano phase formation of the 
samples in single phase nature with cubic spinel structure of Fd3m space group excluding 
presence of any extra phase formation corresponding to any structure. The average 
crystallite size calculated fi-om the XRD data of as obtained nanoparticles has been found 
between 2nm to 8nm. The FE-SEM measurements show that the all nanoparticles are 
almost spherical in shape and the microstructural density of the material decreases with 
the progressive doping. The FE-IEM measurements confirmed the sizes of the 
crystallites are same as obtained from XRD data with a deviation of ±1. The FT-IR 
measurements show presence of two vibrational bands corresponding to tetrahedral and 
octahedral sites. These bands erre found to shift with Al substitution and are explained on 
the basis of stretching of Fe^ -^O '^ complexes. 
The dielectric constant (real and imaginary part) and loss tangent both show 
normal behaviour with respect to frequency at room temperature. Dielectric constant 
reflects an anomalous behaviour with temperature at selected frequencies for the 
investigated nanoparticles. The dielectric constant (r^  E") and dielectric loss have been 
found to decrease with Al doping. The dispersion in the dielectric properties has been 
explained in the light of electron hopping mechanism and space charge polarization 
discussed by Maxwell-Wagner two layer model and Koops phenomenological theory. 
The ac conductivity has been found to increase with increasing frequency and 
temperature while it decreases with decreasing grain size. The ac conductivity has been 
discussed in the light of charge hopping model. The values of the activation energy (s) 
has been found between 0.24-0.57 for the studied samples which shows that the hopping 
of elecfrons between Fe^ ^ and Fe^ ^ and hole hopping between Ni^ ^ and Ni^ ^ are 
responsible for the conduction mechanism, in the polycrystalline Nio.2Cdo 3Fe2.5-xAlx04 
ferrite nanoparticles. The complex impedance spectroscopy data analysis shows presence 
of only one semicircle corresponding to the grain boundary resistance up to 40% of Al 
doping, which suggests that the grain boundary resistance of studied nanoparticles is 
predominating and the conduction process takes place mainly through grain boundary. 
The resistance of the grain boundary is found to decrease while the capacitance of the 
grain boundary increases with increasing doping concentration of Al. 
The ZFC and FC magnetization show the distribution of blocking temperature due 
to the grain size distribution. The blocking temperature is foimd to decrease with the 
decreasing size of the nanoparticles as well as with the doping of Al^ ^ ions in the studied 
samples. The superimposed ZFC and FC curves show the nanoparticles of Nio.2Cdo3Fe2.5-
xAlx04 ferrites exhibit superparamagnetism. The isothermal dc magnetization curves 
show hysteresis at 20 K while no hysteresis is present at 300 K. It is also see that the 
saturation magnetization, remanent magnetizations are foimd to decrease with decreasing 
size of the particle or with the progressive substitution of Al^ ^ ions, which is attributed to 
the dilution of B-sublattice due to non-magnetic Al^ * ions. The saturation magnetization 
is found to decrease with increasing temperature which shows the parame^etism 
increases in the samples with increasing temperature. The Mossbauer spectroscopy 
results confirm that all the studied nanoparticles exhibit superparamagnetism. The 
samples show the presence of paramagnetic doublet due to quadrupole interaction. The 
intensity of the paramagnetic doublet increases with increasing concentration of Al^ ^ ions 
or with decreasing particle size. 
Chapter 4 presents all the experimental results of bulk spinel ferrites of Coo 5Fe2. 
xCdx04 prepared through simple sol-gel method. The X-ray diffraction patterns of the 
samples indicate that all the samples exhibit single phase cubic spinel structure without 
presence of any extra phase. The dielectric constant (both real and imaginary part), loss 
tangent (tan5) ac conductivity (Oac) have been foimd to decrease with increasing 
fi*equency. The dispersion in dielectric properties of the studied materials has been 
explained in the light of space charge polarization according to Maxwell-Wagner two 
layer model and Koops phenomenological theory. The dielectric parameters {e' ,e' and 
tan ^ ) and conductivity a^^ have been found to increase with increasing temperature 
which is explained on the basis that hopping frequency and drift mobility of charge 
carriers increase with increasing thermal activation energy. The results of the exponent (s) 
in the power law show that the correlated barrier hopping conduction mechanism is 
predominant for the samples x = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2 0.4 and 0.5, while both small polaron 
hopping and correlated barrier hopping conduction mechanism are responsible for the 
conduction process in x= 0.3. The calculated values of activation energy decrease with 
increasing frequency, which corresponds to ferrimagnetic region. The values ofe ' ,e ' , 
tan S and a^ increase with the substitution of Cd ion until they reach a maximum value 
at X = 0.2, thereafter, these parameters decrease with fiirther doping of Cd^ ^ ions. The 
complex impedance plots show an overlapping of two semicircles of grain and grain 
boundaries at x= 0.0, while these are clearly differentiated m other compositions. The 
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Mossbauer spectroscopy study was performed at 78K. It has been found that the 
hyperfine field decreases due to the dilution of B sub-lattice, which indicates that the 
doping of Cd ions affects the super-exchange interactions. The observed value of isomer 
shift reflects presence of Fe ions in +3 states in the studied samples. 
Chapter 5 presents the experimental results of polycrystalline bulk samples of 
Mni+xFe2-2xTi2x04 by standard solid state reaction technique. The XRD analysis of 
Mni+xFe2-2xTi2x04 indicates that all samples exhibit single phase nature with structural 
transition from cubic spinel to tetragonal due to Ti'** ion substitution. The structural 
transformation was also confirmed by the increase in unit cell volume, because with tiie 
substitution of Ti ions, the Fe^ * to Fe^ * conversion takes place to maintain the charge 
neutrality in the system. The dispersion in the dielectric properties observed in the 
investigated bulk samples has been explained in the light of space charge polarization 
according to Maxwell-Wagner two layer model and Koops phenomenological theory. 
The dielectric constant has been found to increase with increasing temperature, which is 
due to the increase in thermal activation of rate of hopping and drift mobility of charge 
carriers. The loss tangent shows an anomalous behaviour with fi^quency and temperature 
where relaxation peaks have been observed in tan^ curves for samples x - 0.0, 0.1, 0.2 
and 0.3. The complex impedance data shows the existence of both the grain and grain 
boundary effects in the studied samples. The analysis of complex impedance data 
indicates that the capacitive and the resistive properties of the materials are mainly 
attributed due to the processes, which are associated with the grain and the grain 
bovmdary. From the ac conductivity data it is concluded that a^ is an increasing fimction 
for frequency and temperature. The ac conductivity has been found to decrease with 
increasing concentration of Ti'*^  doping. The results of exponent (s) in the power law 
show that the correlated barrier-hopping (CBH) model conduction mechanism is 
predominant for the investigated samples. 
The dc magnetization hysteresis loop study reveals that up to 50% substitution, all 
systems exhibit ferrimagnetic behavior at room temperature onward and saturation 
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magnetization decreases with increasing concentration of Ti''^  ions due to the dilution of 
the B-sublattice by Ti ions. 
Chapter 6 presents an overview of the results concluded from all the previous 
ch^ters and scope of future work on the studied materials. 
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1.1 Introduction 
The interplay between magnetic properties and structure is a very interesting 
phenomenon in materials science, which has been explored by many researchers over 
the last century. The magnetic properties of materials are mainly determined by their 
structure and the various magnetic interactions between neighouring atoms. 
Recently, there is a renewed interest to understand what happens when the physical 
dimension of a bulk magnetic material is reduced to be comparable to or smaller than a 
magnetically critical size such as the magnetic domain wall width in nanoscopic regime? 
This would lead the magnetic particle to possess only a single-domain and show 
superparamagnetic behaviors. The magnetization reversal can be agitated by thermal 
fluctuation and become sensitive to the size and shape of the magnetic nanoparticles, 
which differs dramatically from the magnetic properties of their bulk counterparts. The 
potential of using these novel size and shape dependent magnetic properties in new 
technological applications has been demonstrated in many new and traditional fields, 
such as ultrahigh density magnetic data storage, giant magnetoresistance (GMR) sensor, 
magnetocaloric refrigerator, magnetoelectrics, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
contrast enhancement agents, magnetically guided target-specific drug delivery systems, 
cells, DNAs and genes sorting ^ d delivery, and ferrofluids [1-17]. 
In this chapter, a general introduction of fimdamentals on magnetism is first 
overviewed and followed by a discussion of some important issues on nanomagnetism -
single domain theory, superparamagnetism, magnetic anisotropy mechanisms and 
ferrites. 
1.2 Magnetic materials 
We are in a period where materials are evolving much more rapidly than any time in 
history. New and important appUcations based on the magnetic properties of the materials 
have come to prominence, in the last 3 decades, supplementing such traditional 
appUcations as in making of fransformer core. Materials thus continue to play their role 
as "pace-setter '^ for the development of civilization, but now the process works on the 
great pace. Magnetic materials are no exception in this regard, particularly in the context 
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of modem engineering history. The control of microstructure for obtaining the optimum 
magnetic properties are today ahnost as important as the control necessary for achieving 
the optimum mechanical properties. 
1.2.1 Magnetic Properties 
The magnetic properties of a matter are fundamentally due to the electrons of an 
atom, which have a magnetic moment by means of electron motion. At the atomic level, 
there are two types of electron motion, spin and orbital and each has a magnetic moment 
associated with it. Since, the response of a material to a magnetic field (H) is 
characteristic of the magnetic induction or the flux density (B) and the effect that a 
material has upon the magnetic induction in a magnetic field is represented by the 
magnetization (M). The equation relating these three magnetic quantities is: 
B=//^(H + M) (1.1) 
Also 
B=//H (1.2) 
where // is a imiversal constant of permeability in fi-ee space and n the permeability of a 
material known as magnetic permeability and is a characteristic of a material. From 
equation (1.1), one can realize that /^  H is the magnetic induction generated by the field 
alone and // M is the additional magnetic induction contributed by a material. The term 
magnetization of a material 'M' may be defined as the processes of converting a non-
magnetic bar into a magnetic bar and is measured as magnetic moment per unit volume. 
The magnetic susceptibiUty'/' is defined as 
/ = f - - ( 1 . 3 ) 
The relative permeability is given by the ratio of the magnetic permeability to that of fi-ee 
space 
Hr = - - - ( 1 . 4 ) 
^0 
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1.2.1.1 Diamagnetism 
The induction of a magnetic moment upon exposure to an external magnetic field 
defines diamagnetism. All materials are inherently diamagnetic. Materials that have filled 
electron shell exhibit no net spin magnetic dipole moment or orbital magnetic dipole 
moment and are classified as purely diamagnetic. However, materials that have impaired 
electron shells exhibit other types of magnetism that will outweigh the diamagnetic 
effects. Fig. I.l shows the schematic arrangement of magnetic diploes of a diamagnetic 
material. EHamagnetic materials have negative susceptibility ' / ' because the direction of 
the induced magnetic moment upon exposure to a magnetic field [18]. This explanation is 
based upon Lenz's law, \ ^ c h states that magnetic field due to the current (of electrons) 
opposes the change in magnetic field, which induces the current. Thus, when a 
diamagnetic material is exposed to an external magnetic field, the induced magnetic field 
is in the opposite direction to the direction of an appUed magnetic field. 
H = 0 H 
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Fig. 1.1: The atomic dipole arrangement of a diamagnetic material with and without 
applied magnetic field. 
1.2.1.2 Pammagnetism 
Paramagnetism is characterized by a positive susceptibility and a magnetic 
permeability greater than po- Fig 1.2 (a) shows the schematic diagram of atomic dipole 
configuration for a paramagnetic material. In paramagnetic materials, localized magnetic 
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moments are present but they do not exhibit net macroscopic magnetization in the 
absence of an applied field. There are two type of paramagnetism; one, in which the 
magnetic moments are present at sufficiently low concentration such that they are well 
separated fi-om each other and their spins do not interact; second, in which the 
paramagnetism can exist when there is interaction between the magnetic moments, but 
these interactions are so weak that there is no net magnetization when an applied field is 
zero. This type of paramagnetism occurs in ferromagnetic materials above their critical 
temperature (Curie temperature) [19, 20]. At low temperature, many paramagnetic 
materials possess a finite magnetization in the absence of an applied field. This 
spontaneous magnetization is due to the alignment of the permanent dipole moments 
below a critical temperature. The interaction between dipoles results in what is known as 
magnetic ordering. 
1.2.1.3 Ferromagnetism 
Ferromagnetism differs fi-om the weaker diamagnetism and paramagnetism in the 
way that the electrons of neighouring atoms interact with one another in a process called 
exchange coupling. Fig 1.2 (b) shows the schematic diagram of atomic dipole 
configuration for a ferromagnetic material. Exchange coupling phenomena caused by 
exchange fields, result in the magnetic dipole moments of atom being aligned at room 
temperature despite effect of KT [19]. The ferromagnetism is strongly temperature 
dependent and the magnetization of a ferromagnetic material is immensely related to the 
temperature by: 
X = ? ^ ---(1.5) 
where ' C is the Curie constant and '9' the Curie temperature of the material. The Curie 
temperature is the temperature above which the exchange coupling ceases to be present. 
This means that above '0', a ferromagnetic material randomizes due to thermal energy as 
in paramagnetic materials. Thus ferromagnetic materials have their highest magnetization 
at 0 K and the magnetization decreases up to the Curie temperature, where it disappears. 
Complete alignment of magnetic materials (magnetic saturation) occurs readily for 
ferromagnetic materials. Most ferromagnetic materials are comprised of magnetic 
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domains. Magnetic domains are regions where the magnetic dipole moments are ahgned 
in one direction. An example of a region would be a single crystal within a 
polycrystalline sample. Magnetic energy minimization within a material causes the 
formation of magnetic domains, when domains are arranged such that the north pole of 
one domain is at the south pole of another and vice versa, the energy is decreased by - . 
Further, application of this theory leads to the energy of a material decrease by - where N 
is the niunber of domains formed. Domain wall is the term used to define the interfacial 
region between magnetic domains and the application of a magnetic field to a 
ferromagnetic material which results in domain wall moment. Qualitatively, the domain 
walls move such that the domains aUgned in the direction of an appUed field 'grow' and 
domains that are in other directions 'shrink'. The direction of the magnetic moments 
within domains that are not aligned in the direction of an applied field may also begin to 
rotate at significant field strengths [19]. Nevertheless, the formation of the magnetic 
domains is energetically unfavorable below a certain size (nano scale), which is different 
for each material. In this case, a material is classified as single domain. Single domain 
particles are imiformly magnetized along an easy axis. 
Since, ferromagnetic materials are the most interesting magnetic materials in terms of 
their actual and potential applications, their properties need to be measured 
quantitatively. The hysteresis measurements reveal interesting magnetic properties in 
magnetic materials. Applying a dc magnetic field causes the alignment of magnetic 
moments along the appHed field within a sample. Initially, as H increases, M increases 
until a saturation point 'Mj' is reached. When H is decreased fi-om the saturation point, M 
does not decrease to the same value it had when the field was applied. It is higher on the 
curve of the decreasing field, creating a hysteresis. This effect occurs because the 
domains that were aligned with the increasing field do hot return to their original 
orientation when the field is lowered. When H is returned to zero, the material still has a 
magnetization, known as the remanent magnetization; Mr. In order to remove the 
remanent magnetization, the direction of the appUed is reversed. This reversed or 
negative field is called the coercive field [19]. The plot of magnetic induction B versus 




Fig. 1.2 (a-e): Varieties of magnetic orderings (a) paramagnetic, (b), ferromagnetic, (c) 
ferrimagnetic, (d) antiferromagnetic, and (e) superparamagnetic. 
to the one that occurs in ferroelectrics (in fact, a field He has to be applied in the opposite 
direction to ferroelectrics was given the name due to this similarity). 
1.2.1.4 Ferrimagnetism 
Ferrimagnetic materials, like ferromagnetic materials have a spontaneous magnetization 
below a critical temperature known as Curie temperature (6). Fig 1.2 (c) shows the 
schematic diagram of atomic dipole configuration for a ferrimagnetic material. The 
me^nitude of magnetic susceptibility for ferro- and ferrimagnetic material is similar; 
however, the alignment of magnetic dipole moment is drastically different. The magnetic 
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dipole moments in a ferrimagnetic material are divided into sublattices and are classified 
as sub-set of antiferromagnetic materials. Each sublattice can be treated as ferromagnetic 
material and the difference between the m^netic dipole moments for the sublattices 
results in the net magnetization for the ferrimagnetic materials. The difference between 
the ferri- and antiferromagnetic materials is that either the magnitude or the number of 
moments of the sublattice is different. Figure 1.4 (a-e) shows the behaviour of different 
kinds of magnetism in response to m^netic field and temperature. Qualitatively, 
ferrimagnetic materials behave like paramagnetic materials at high temperature: 
X~T' (1.6) 
While at temperature below 9 they have spontaneous magnetization and are organizered 
into magnetic domains. Magnetic materials that fall into this classification are transition 
metal oxides like magnetite (Fe204) and mixed ferrites like Co Ferrite (CoFe204), etc. 
I 
Kg. 13: Plot of the magnetization M versus an applied magnetic field H for a hard 
ferromagnetic material. 
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1.2.1.5 Antiferromagnetism 
Antiferomagnets are characterized by having a weak magnetic susceptibihty of 
the order of paramagnetic materials. Materials like transition metal compounds and some 
transition metal oxides (CuCl2, CO, NiO) are antiferromagnetic. Antiferromagnetic 
materials are comprised of sublattices of atoms whose magnetic dipole moments are 
aligned anti-parallel. The anti-parallel alignment of magnetic dipoles in antiferromagnetic 
materials is the cause of small magnetic susceptibility of an antiferromagnetic material. 
Fig 1.2 (d) shows the schematic diagram of atomic dipole configuration for a 
antiferromagnetic material. The temperature above which antiferromagnetic ordering 
ceases to exist is called the Neel temperature (9N). Above '9N', antiferromagnetic 
materials have a slight positive magnetic susceptibility comparable to paramagnetic 
materials. Below '9N', however, antiferromagnetic materials have spontaneous 
magnetization (H = 0) that causes the magnetic dipole moment of the sub-lattices to align 
anti-parallel to each other. 
1.2.1.6 Superparamagnetism 
Superparamagnetic materials, a unique class of materials, are single domain 
particles that behave like ferromagnetic materials below 6, as they have rather large 
susceptibilities, are saturated in moderate magnetic fields and display zero remanence and 
coercivity. Fig 1.2 (e) shows the schematic diagram of atomic dipole configuration for a 
superparamagnetic material. Superparamagnetic particles are uniformly magnetized along 
an easy axis and thermal energy causes the magnetization to switch between equivalent 
easy axes through an anisotropy barrier. This switching happens so quickly that the time 
average magnetic remanence is zero. Superparamagnetic particles align with an appUed 
magnetic field by one of the two mechanisms: 
1. Neel rotation or 2. Brownian rotation. 
Neel rotation occurs when particles are in a fluid or in soUd state and results fi-om the 
rotation of the magnetic moment of a stationary particle. Brownian rotation only occurs 
when particles are in a fluid and results fi-om the physical rotation of a particle towards 
the direction of an applied magnetic field. 
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13 Background of Magnetic Nanoparticles 
Nanoparticles (particles with a radius less than 100 ran) are currently the focus of 
much technological interest. The nanometer length scale is comparable to an electron's 
mean fiee path. When the size of the particle is less than a characteristic length such as 
the mean free path, it is possible to see dififerent physical or chemical characteristics than 
those exhibited by their larger counterparts. Electrical resistivity, reactivity, melting 
temperature and optical absorption have all been found to change drastically when the 
size of the particle {q)proaches to the nanometer scale [20]. With this in mind, one can 
immediately deduce that magnetic properties will be affected by particle size, especially 
when particle size is of the same scale as the magnetic domains of the material. At the 
nanometer-scale, nu^netic particles have been found to behave differently fix)m that of 
bulk magnetic materials. As particle size decreases, remanent magnetization and 
saturation magnetization increases. This implies that scaling particles down to the 
nanometer scale can greatly improve the quality of im^ets fabricated from them [20]. 
When the size of sii^le domain particles decreases below a critical diameter, a new type 
of magnetism is achieved, called siq>erparamagnetism. When this occurs, the coercivity 
and remanent magnetization go to zero. For superparamagnetic particles, the net 
m^inetic moment in zero field at T > 0 K will avenge to zero. In an applied field, there 
will be a net statistical alignment of magnetic moments. This is analogous to 
paramagnetism, except now the magnetic moment is not that of a single atom, but of a 
single domain particle containing 10^  atoms. Hence, the term superparamagnetism, 
which denotes a much higher susceptibility value than that for paramagnetism [21]. 
Superparam^netism can improve the efficiency of systems that arc subjected to rapidly 
alternating ac magnetic fields like transformers and rotating electrical machinery. In a 
traditional magnet, exposed to an ac magnetic field, the magnetic field cycles through its 
hystnesis loop oftm cauai^ a loss of efigcioicy and a rise in tonperature. This rise in 
temperature is due to the fiictional heating that occurs when nu^netic domains are 
varying their orimtation. The amount of oiergy loss in each cycle is proportional to the 
area enclosed by the loop, so a small or non-existent coercivity is desirable [20]. It has 
also been shown that particle size has a large effect on microwave absorption. Particles 
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of nano meter size greatly improve the absorptive efficiency and broaden the bandwidth 
[22]. 
1.3.1 Exchange Interaction and Magnetic Anisotropy 
The fundamental basis for the magnetic behaviour of magnetic materials relies on 
two mechanisms, exchange interaction and anisotropy. The quantum origin of exchange 
interaction derives from the combination of electrostatic coupling between electron 
orbitals and the necessity to satisfy the Pauli Exclusion Principle, leading to spin-spin 
interactions that favour long range spin ordering over macroscopic range. The spin-spin 
interaction can be expressed universally in terms of Heisenberg Hamiltonian: 
H = - I J 5 - 5 -—(1.7) 
'j ' j 
where S and S is the spin angular momentum located at /th and jth sites of a particular 
i j 
lattice, and the exchange integral / . represents the strength of the exchange coupling 
between the spin angular momentimi i and j . If / . is positive, the parallel spin 
configuration will minimize the total energy of the system and all spins aligned to each 
other are in the groxmd state. Therefore, a magnetic material is ferromagnetic. On the 
other hand, a negative / . favours the anti-parallel alignment of spins and consequently 
gives rise to antiferromagnetic ordering. 
The exchange interactions are isotropic relative to any externally fixed spatial 
direction. In reaUty, the exchange spherical symmetry is always broken, because the 
electron orbitals interact with the potential created by the hosting crystal lattice. As a 
result of the potential symmetry is characterized in the symmetry of the lattice, spin 
orientation along certain spatial direction becomes energetically favourable. The 
macroscopic behavior of a magnetic material will eventually depend on the spatial 
direction in which it is measured. Such a phenomenon is called magnetic anisotropy. 
There are several causes through which the magnetic anisotropy may occur, 
including the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and shape anisotropy, magnetostriction and 
stress anisotropy. In case of magnetic nanomaterials, surface anisotropy and/or other 
kinds of anisotropy can be of the same magnitude as these usual anisotropics. Brief 
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descriptions of three important magnetic anisotropics responsible for the magnetic 
properties of magnetic nanomaterials are outlined here. 
1.3.1.1 Magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
Magnetocrystalline anisotropy depends on spin-orbital coupling and shows 
various symmetries. The two most common cases are uniaxial and cubic forms. For 
uniaxial symmetry, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant (K ) is given by: 
K = K + K s i n e + Ksine + --- -—(1.8) 
u 0 1 2 
where K , K , and K are anisotropy constants. While for cubic symmetry, the 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant (K) is: 
K = K + [K (sin Gsin 2(p + sin 20)]/4 + (K sin 2esin 2cp)/16 + • • • — (1.9) 
The magnetocrystalline anisotropy is intrinsic property of the materials, 
independent of grain size and shape. It affects the shape of the hysteresis loop and 
controls the coercivity and remanence. It is defined as the energy to deflect the magnetic 
moment in a single crystal firom the easy to hard direction. Large magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy energy of a magnetic material is called hard magnetic material and shows a 
large coercivity in hysteresis measurement. A magnetic material with small 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy is referred to soft magnetic material and has a small 
value of coercivity. 
1.3.1.2 Stress Anisotropy 
There is another effect related to spin-orbit coupling called magnetostriction. This 
arises fi-om the strain dependence of the anisotropy. Upon magnetization, a previously 
demagnetized crystal experiences a strain that can be measured as a function of applied 
magnetic field along the principal crystallographic axis. A magnetic will, therefore, 
change its dimensions when magnetized. The inverse affect or the change of 
magnetization with stress also occurs. A uniaxial stress can produce a unique easy axis of 
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magnetization if the stress is sufficient to overcome all other anisotropics. The magnitude 
of the stress anisotropy is described by two more empirical constants known as the 
magnetostriction constants (k\n and Xioo) and the level of stress. 
1.3.1.3 Shape anisotropy 
Shape anisotropy is induced fi-om magnetostatic energy and is an extrinsic 
property. For a prolate spheroid with major axis c greater than the other two and equal 
axes length a, the shape anisotropy constant (K) is: 
K^  = Mg (N^ - N )^/2 -— (1.10) 
where M is the saturation magnetization, N and N are demagnetization factors. For 
S a c 
nonspherical magnetic materials such as a long rod, the shape anisotropy can be very 
predominant. 
1.3.1.4 Surface anisotropy 
Surface anisotropy is caused by the existence of a surface that represents a 
discontinuity for magnetic interactions. Such surface effects become more significant as 
the size of magnetic nanomaterials decreases, as the nimiber of atoms on the siu-face layer 
of a material increases. In order to take into account surface effect, Neel first proposed 
the surface anisotropy [23]. Recent theoretical studies indicated that spins at surface are 
dictated by the local crystal field, a lower coordination nimiber and a broken magnetic 
exchange bond. Thus, surface spins are often canted and/or disordered [24-27]. 
Judging fi-om the surface effect and often correlated to the nanoparticle size effect, 
an effective anisotropy constant (K ), which includes the surface anisotropy constant, is 
used to describe surface effect. For a spherical particle, K is given by: 
K ^ . K + ^ K - - ( l . U ) 
where K is surface anisotropy constant, K is magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant, and 
d is the diameter of the particle. Surface anisotropy generally leads the surface to be 
magnetically harder than the core of the particle. 
14 
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1.4 Single Domain Theory and Superparamagnetism 
It is well known that a bulk magnetic material is comprised of magnetic domains. 
The magnetization inside each domain is imiform, but varies from domain to domain as 
they are separated by an interface layer known as the domain wall. By reducing the 
dimension of a magnetic material, the sizes of the domains are accordingly decreased and 
their structures may change in terms of domain wall width and wall structiu^es. As far as 
the energy is concerned, when the size reaches a critical size, the magnetic material 
possesses only a single domain, since the energy cost for the formation of domain walls 
becomes energetically unfavorable, the energy gain from the formation of domain walls 
is higher than the energy reduction by dividing the single domain into even smaller 
domains. The critical size (radius R) for domain formation has been estimated by Kittle 
[28, 29], which depends on spontaneous magnetization (Ms), the anisotropy constant (K), 
and the exchange energy density or constant (A) as given in eq. 1.12: 
1/2 2 
R^=36(KA) /fiM^ (1.12) 
The critical size for typical magnetic materials is in the range of 10-800 nm. A small 
magnetic particle less than critical size (< 40 nm) prefers to be uniformly magnetized along 
one of its anisotropy easy axes, and is accompanied by a strong enhancement in 
coercivity. If the size of magnetic material is below the critical size (up to 20 nm) 
magnetic materials can only acquire a single domain. On still reduction in size (< 20 nm), 
the magnetic anisotropy energy fiirther deceases and may become so low as to be 
comparable to or even lower than the thermal energy (A" T, as A^  being Boltzmann 
B B 
constant). As a result, the energy barrier for magnetization reversal may thermally 
overcome, and the magnetic moment is thermally fluctuated, like a single spin in a 
paramagnetic material. As a result, the spins within particle remain magnetically coupled 
to each other leads to the formation of a 'superspin' with a relative enormous moment per 
particle, and the phenomenon is known as superparamagnetism [30, 31]. 
In a simple model described by Stoner-Wohlfarth [32] for a non-interacting single 
domain spherical particle with uniaxial anisotropy in zero magnetic field, the magnetic 
anisotropy energy is given by an expression: 
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E =KVsin0 -—(1.13) 
A 
where E is the energy barrier, K the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant, V the 
volume of the particle, and 9 the angle between magnetization and easy axis of the 
particle. The dependency of anisotropy energy on 0 is depicted schematically in Fig. 1.5. 
Clearly, either 0 = 0 or TC is a direction of minimum energy and these directions are 
symmetrically separated by an energy barrier as high as KV. The magnetic field can also 
be a form of energy that can lower the magnetic anisotropy energy barrier for 
magnetization reversal. When a magnetic field H is appUed along the easy axis, the 
anisotropy energy will be: 
E =KVsin0-HVM cos0 -—(1.14) 
A nr 
where M is the non-relaxing magnetization. 
nr 
Superparamagnetism is also characterized by a relaxation time (T) and thus the 
actual magnetic behaviour depends on the value of measuring time (t ) in a particular 
m 
experimental technique. Now, the magnetic anisotropy serves as an energy barrier to the 
total spin reorientation. In a bistable system as shown in Figure 1.7, the probabiUty for 
such magnetic moment thermally overcoming energy barrier is proportional to 
Boltzmann factor as derived by Neel as: 
^='^o^^'^{^) ---(1.15) 
-9 
where x is an attempt fi-equency factor equal to approximately 10 s, and depends on 
several factors such as temperature, gyromagnetic ratio, magnetic field, magnetization, 
particle size and damping constant, and yet is treated as a constant. At given temperature, 
if the measurement time is much longer than relaxation time, the moment is rapidly 
relaxed by thermal fluctuation, and consequently the entire system is in 
superparamagnetic state. On the contrary, as the measurement time is much shorter than 
relaxation time, the moment relaxes so slow that it seems to be blocked. The blocking 
temperature is thus defined as the temperature at which the magnetic moment relaxation 
time is equal to the measurement time, or the temperature where the moment is able to 
overcome the energy barrier into the superparamagnetic state at a certain measurement 
16 
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0 7t 
Fig. 1.5: Schematic diagram of Stoner-Wohlfarth anisotropy energy barrier for 
magnetization reversal. 
-7 -9 
time. Some typical instrument measurement times are 100 s for DC SQUID, 10 - 1 0 s 
-8 -12 
forMossbauer spectroscopy, and 10 ~ 10 s for neutron diffraction. 
1.5 Ferrite Materials 
In the world of advanced materials, ferrites are most widely used magnets comprising 
52% of the world market [33]. The story of ferrites began with the search for 
ferromagnetic materials of usually high resistivity to obtain reasonable eddy current 
losses. However, since eddy current losses in ferromagnetic materials are inversely 
proportional to the resistivity, they can be minimized by using ferrites, having a 
resistivity up to 10 as compared to 10" of iron, which can reduce the eddy current losses 
in them to negligible values, even at microwave frequencies [34]. Ferrites are a class of 
chemical compounds with iron (HI) oxide as the main component. These ceramic 
materials are used in applications ranging from magnetic components to 
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microelectronics. The most important characteristics of these materials is that besides 
possessing very good magnetic properties, they also possess a very high dc resistivity 
[35] unlike ferromagnetic metal and magnetic alloys and hence, are particularly useful at 
high frequencies applications [36]. They have multifarious appUcations in electronics, 
microwave and satellite communications. 
1.5.1 Crystal Structure of Spinel Ferrites 
Ferrites, according to the crystal structiu-e and the magnetic ordering, can be 
grouped into four different categories [37] namely spinel, garnet, magnetoplumbite and 
orthoferrites, as Usted in Table 1.1. 
















(M" = Cd, Co, Mg, N 
andZn) 
(Ln'" = Y, Sm, Eu, Gd, 
Tb, Ho, Er, Tm, and Lu) 
BaFei20i9 
Ln = same as garnets 
1.5.2 Spinel Ferrites: AB2O4 Structure 
The structure of spinel ferrites is derived from that of the mineral spinel MgA^OA. 
The unit cell consists of eight formula units (8xAFe204), where A is the divalent metal 
ion. The 32 oxygen ions form a face centered cubic (fee) lattice in which two kinds of 
interstitial sites are present, namely, (i) 64 tetrahedral sites, surrounded by 4 oxygen (A 
sites); and (ii) 32 octahedral sites, surroimded by 6 oxygen ions (sites). Figl .6 shows the 
unit cell of a spinel structure. The ionic positions are different in two octants sharing a 
face or a comer and the same in two octants sharing an edge. Thus, to give a complete 
picture, it is necessary only to show the positions of the ions in two adjacent octants. Note 
that each octant contains four oxygen ions (large spheres) on the body diagonals and 
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lying at the comers of a tetrahedron. The right hand octant contains, in the center a metal 
ion (small sphere, not shaded) surrounded by the tetrahedral of oxygen ions, this ion is 
said to occupy an A-site. The left hand octant shows four metal ions (small shaded 
spheres) surrounded by an octahedron (one of which is shown) formed by six oxygen 
ions. Such ions are said to occupy B-sites. In a unit cell, there are 64 A-sites, 8 of which 
are occupied, and 32 B-sites, 16 of which are occupied. The divalent metal ions 
commonly used in ferrites can be classified roughly into those preferring B-sites (Co, Fe, 
Ni) and those preferring A-sites (Mn and Zn). In a normal spinel structure, the 8 M ^ ions 
go into the A-sites and the 16 Fe^ * ions enter the B-sites. ZnFe^ O^ is an example of 
normal spinel ferrite. On the other hand, if the divalent ions have a preference for B-sites, 
they will displace eight of the Fe^ ^ ions which will go over into the A-sites. This results 
in an inverse spinel structure. Examples of inverse spinels are Fe^ O^ and CoFe^O .^ As 
two ionic species are then distributed over the octahedral sites a certain degree of 
randomness may be present, contributing to the line width (loss) of the material. 
(a) Tetrahedral (A-site) 
(b) Octahedral (B-site) 
•Metal ion in Mahednlnlc 
OMcOlioniiiocyMMsile 
OOiygeaioR 
Fig. 1.6: Crystal Structure of a cubic ferrite 
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1.5.3 Magnetic Interaction 
The metallic ions occupy two different crystallographic sites in ferrites, i.e., 
octahedral (B) sites and tetrahedral (A) sites. Three kinds of magnetic interactions are 
possible (shown in Fig. 1.7) between the metallic ions, through the intermediate O^ " ions, 
by superexchange mechanism, namely, j , j and j interactions. Since, the distance 
AB BB AA 
between the two ions is large; hence, direct interaction is negligible. It has been 
established experimentally that these interaction energies are negative, and hence induce 
an anti-parallel orientation. 
In general, the magnitude of the interaction energy between two magnetic ions, Me 
and Me" depends upon: 
a. Bond length (represented by the quantities l' and l"). 
b. Bond angle (represented by the term 0 as shown in Fig. 1.7). 
The exchange energy is having its maximxmi value at an angle of 180° and it decreases 
rapidly with increasing bond distance. Gorter [38] investigated the various types of 
effective magnetic interactions between the various possible configuration of ion pairs 
with favourable bond lengths and bond angles. Experiments have shown that the values 
of bond length are smaller and the values of bond angle are fairly high (-180°) for A-B 
interaction, which makes it the strongest interaction among the three interactions. The B-
B interaction (bond length is too large for the effective interaction) is weak interaction as 
compared to the A-B interaction, while the A-A interaction is the weakest of all the 
interactions for which 0 ~ 80°. 
Since, it is the only A-B interaction which is predominating, the spins of the ions 
in A- and B- sites, in ferrites are anti-parallel which gives the resultant magnetic moment 
equal to the difference between those of the A - and B-site ions. In general, the value of 
saturation magnetic moment for the B-lattice (MB) is greater than that of the A-lattice 
(MA), such that the resultant saturation magnetization (Ms) is written as: 
Ms = MB-MA -—(1.16) 
The magnetic features of ferrites closely resemble with ferromagnets. Hysteresis 
phenomenon is observed in ferromagnetic materials during magnetization cycle. Ferrites 






Fig. 1.7: Me'-O^'-Me^' angles in spinel ferrites. 
The mixed ferrites show most interesting characteristics while doped with different non-
magnetic/magnetic elements [39-41]. The values of the magnetization and of Curie 
temperatures can be conveniently varied by suitable variation in composition. If a small 
concentration of non-magnetic material is increased in the ferrite material, the value of 
saturation magnetization increases. But at higher concentrations deviations occur due to 
the weakening of A-B interaction and conseqiient stronger B-B interaction. Although, an 
increase in the value of Ms is observed with the substitution of divalent non-mj^etic 
ions, the Curie temperature decreases, as the reduced value of MA weakens the A-B 
interaction, which is responsible for the observed ferrimagnetism. 
Table 1.2: Magnetic properties of some spinel ferrites. 
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1.6 Aim of Present Work and Thesis Outlines 
The aim of the present work is to synthesize the nano and bulk particles of 
different ferrites and to study the effect of doping on their structural, electrical and 
magnetic properties. In the present thesis, we have taken the magnetic matrix having 
spinel structure and were doped with non-magnetic Al^ "^ , Ti^ ^ and magnetic Cd ^ cations. 
With this motivation, we doped Al^ "^  in nano matrix of Nio.3Cdo.5Fe2.5-x04,while as Cd ^ 
and Ti'*'*^  in bulk matrices of Coo.5Fe2.5-x04 and Mni+xFe2-2x04; respectively, in place of 
Fe^^ 
A number of researchers [42-46] have shown that the substitution of di-, tri- and 
tetravalent elements in the ferrite matrix modifies their structural, electrical and magnetic 
properties. So it is interesting to see the modification induced by doping of Ap^, Cd ^ and 
Ti^ ^ in structural, electrical, and magnetic properties of Nio.3Cdo.5Fe2.5-x04, Coo.5Fe2 5-XO4 
and Mni+xFe2-2x04 ferrites. 
The mixed Ni-Cd ferrite has been least studied by people. The Ni-Cd ferrite is a 
soft magnetic material. Various people have studied the electrical and magnetic 
properties of mixed-Ni-Cd ferrites. D. Elkony et al. [47] studied the dielectric relaxation 
in Al doped Ni-Cd spinel ferrites. Patil et al. [48] studied the dc resistivity and 
thermoelectric power in Ni-Cd ferrites. Panicker et al. [49] studied the non-coUinear spin 
structure in Ni-Cd ferrites. Kharabe et al. [50] studied the dielectric properties of Li-Ni-
Cd ferrite. Patil et al. [51] studied the effect of silica substitution on electrical conduction 
in Ni-Cd ferrite. 
The cobah ferrite is one of the technologically important ferrites with high 
coercivity, moderate magnetization, very high magnetocrystalline anisotropy, large 
magnetomechanical effect and high sensitivity to stress as a stress sensor, apart fi-om 
other important applications in ultrasonic generation and detection, sonar, 
magnetostrictive filters, etc. Cobalt ferrite is being investigated as an alternative ceramic 
material for developing novel magnetostrictive smart materials [52, 53]. Recent studies 
on cobalt ferrite have shown that it can be a suitable material for developing new 
technologies in the areas of strategic importance. An enhanced magneto-optical effect 
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and a large magnetoelectric effect in cobalt fenite containing composites are some 
examples [54, 55]. Its intrinsic robustness, high negative magnetostriction and ability to 
function at higher frequencies by minimizing the eddy current losses makes cobalt ferrite 
a suitable as well as an economical material for developing oxide based magnetostrictive 
materials. The magnetoelastic behaviour of cobalt ferrite can be utilized in stress sensing 
applications which in turn can be employed in automobiles to enhance the fuel efficiency 
nearly by 5% [56]. 
Manganese ferrite is a well-known soft magnetic material with very low cubic 
magneto-crystalline anisotropy, low coercivity and moderate saturation magnetization. 
These properties make it a promising material for various technological applications in 
microwave region. Manganese ferrite is a partial inverse spinel ferrite, where 20% of the 
Mn^^ ions are on the B-sites and the rest reside on the A-sites. The remaining A-and B-
sites are occupied by the Fe^^ cations. Since the cation type, occupancy, and valency 
determine the magnetic and electronic properties of this important class of materials, 
there have been many studies attempting to explain the role of distribution of magnetic 
ions. The previous studies reveal that at high temperatures (>900 °C) magnetic ions or 
non-magnetic substitutions have sufficient thermal energy to migrate from site to site. 
Since, the growth of spinels by conventional means usually exceeds 900 °C, migration 
between sites is governed by thermodynamics [57, 58]. The effect of the substitution of 
Ti ions on the electric and magnetic, properties of ferrite has been extensively studied by 
many authors [59-63]. Dormann et al. [64] have also studied the magnetization 
measurements of Ti^ '* substituted lithium ferrite using different techniques and suggested 
the possibility of canted spin arrangement in order to explain the magnetization 
measurements. It was observed that substitution of Ti ions in Mg-Zn ferrite [65] and Li 
ferrite [66] reduces their electrical conductivity. Also, in Ni-Zn ferrite, the Ti substitution 
reduced their dielectric constant and dielectric loss [67]. 
By considering all the above mentioned issues the present thesis aims at: 
1. Synthesization of nanoparticles of Al^ ^ doped Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-x04 ferrites in order to 
study the structural, electrical, and magnetic (i.e., various magnetic exchange 
interactions) properties. 
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2. Synthesization of Cd^ * doped bulk Coo.5Fe2.5-x04 to investigate the structural, 
electrical, and magnetic properties. 
3. Synthesization of Ti'** doped bulk Mni+xFe2-2x04 ferrite to study the structural, 
electrical, and magnetic properties. 
Nano ferrite particles of basic composition Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 and bulk sample 
of basic composition Coo.5Fe2.5-xCdx04 were synthesized by simple sol-gel method, where 
as bulk samples of basic composition Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 (0 < x < 0.5) were synthesized 
using conventional solid-state reaction technique. The structural, electrical, and magnetic 
characterizations of the prepared nano and bulk materials have been performed using 
different techniques, such as X-ray Diffraction (XEUD), Field Emission Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (FESEM), Field Emission Transmission Electron Microscopy (FETEM), 
Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX), dielectric spectroscopy, ac impedance spectroscopy, 
Mdssbauer Spectroscopy and DC Magnetization measurements. Chapter 2 covers the 
necessary theoretical backgroimd and experimental details for various techniques related 
to structural electrical and magnetic properties of the systems investigated. Chapter 3 
comprises all the experimental results and discussion of nano particles of Al^ ^ doped Ni-
Cd ferrites, synthesized through sol-gel method. Chapter 4 comprises all the experimental 
results and discussion of bulk samples of Cd^ ^ doped Co ferrite syntheisized through sol-
gel method. Chapter 5 presents the detailed experimental resuUs of bulk samples of Ti'*^  
doped Mn ferrites. Finally, chapter 6 presents an overview of the results concluded from 
all previous chapters and scope of work on the studied materials. 
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2.1. Synthesis of Nanomaterials 
2.1.1 Sol-gel Method 
Synthesis of advanced ceramic as nanoparticles is currently gaining widespread 
interest in material processing technology [1-5]. Owing to the extremely small 
dimensions of nanostructure materials, a major portion of the atoms lies at the grain 
boundaries, which in turn are responsible for superior Structural, magnetic, electrical and 
mechanical properties in these materials compared to their conventional coarse grained 
counterparts [6-8]. Different chemical processes currently in vogue for the synthesis of 
nanoparticles include co-precipitation [9, 10], combustion method [11] sol-gel method 
[12, 13], spray pyrolysis [14], micro-emulsion technique [15] and soUd state reaction 
method followed by mechanical milling [16-22]. Among all these methods, sol-gel 
process allows good control over the size of the material particles, which in turn decides 
their structural and transport properties (electrical and magnetic). The advantage of this 
method includes processing at low temperatiire, mixing at the molecular level and 
fabrication of novel materials. 
In the present thesis, we have synthesized the nanoparticles of the polycrystalline 
Al doped Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-x04 (0.0 < x < 0.5) ferrite. The various steps involved in the sol-
gel synthesization process are as: 
1. High purity 99.9% 'AR' grade nitrates or chlorides in appropriate stoichiometric 
mixtures dissolved into deionized water with the addition of few drops of ethyl 
alcohol as organic binder. 
2. Gel formation. 
3. Drying of the gel. 
4. Pelletization. 
I. Mixing of Nitrates 
Analytical Reagent (AR) grade chemicals of Ni(N03)2.6H20, Cd(N03)2.4H20, 
A1(N03)3.9H20 and Fe(N03)2.9H20 were mixed together in their stoichiometric ratios 
and were dissolved in deionized water along with addition of few drops of ethyl alcohol 
to form the solution. 
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Nanoparticles Synthesis 1 
r AR GRADE NITRATES IN STOICfflOMETRIC RATIOS 
Fe(N03)2 Ni(N03)2 Cd(N03)2 AI(N03)3 
I 
L. Addition of Deionized water 
V B M K - ^ •——— [ 
4^  
Addition of Ethyl Alcohol 
1 
Constwut Stirrins on Magnetic Stirrer at 75 "C till Gel Formati JQ 
I 
Dried at 100 "C 
1 
Final Heating at 400 X 
I 
Thoroughly Grinded for Hour 
| i 
Final Product Formed Nanoparticles of 
Nio2CdojFe2^,Al,04 
Fig. 2,1: Flow chart for the preparation ofNio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04ferrite nanoparticles. 
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II. Gel Formation 
The transparent solution was allowed for gel formation on the magnetic stirrer at 
75° C with constant stirring until the gelelation starts and the solution becomes viscous 
and the transparency of the solution is lost. 
III. Drying of Gel 
The gel formed was dried at 100 °C for 19 hrs followed by grinding for half an hr. 
The powder formed was heated for 36 hrs at 400 °C to remove any organic material 
present. The rate of heating and cooling was maintained same, i.e., 1 °C per minute and 
was finally ground for half an hr. 
IV. Pelletization. 
This is achieved by using die-press technique in which a die of proper shape was 
filled with calcinated powder and pressed using hydraulic pressure of 5 ton. In our case, 
pelletization was carried out using a circular shaped dye of 12mm diameter. The 
thickness of the pellets were maintained ~3 to 4 mm. Silver coating was done on opposite 
faces of the pellet to make it as a parallel plate capacitor with ferrite material as the 
dielectric medium. Fig. 2.1 shows the flow chart used for the preparation of bulk samples. 
2.1.2 Solid-State Reaction Technique 
Polycrystalline bulk samples of Cd doped Coo.5Fe2.5-x04 ferrite samples were 
synthesized through sol-gel method while Ti doped Mni+xFe2-2x04 ferrite samples were 
synthesized through soUd-state reaction technique. The solid state reaction method of 
bulk preparation, also known as ceramic method, has superiority over other methods such 
as sol-gel or co-precipitation technique due to easiness of the process involved in the 
technique. This process involves various steps such as: 
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(i) Mixing of Powders 
For the preparation of Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 samples, the high purity 'AR' grade 
oxides of Mn02, TiOa and FeO were taken according to their stoichiometric weights. The 
powders were thoroughly mixed and grinded using a mortar and pestle. The process was 
performed for several hours in order to mix the powders together properly and to achieve 
the homogeneity in the mixture. The physical uniformity and the chemical homogeneity 
of the mixtures are of significant importance especially in case of doped samples. 
(ii) Calcination 
The decomposition of the mixed powder by heating below its melting point is 
known as calcination. The intention to adopt calcination procedure is to establish the 
course of nucleation for the grain growth and to felicitate the decomposition of 
substituent oxides/carbonates. Mixed powders were kept in alumina crucibles and heated 
in furnace in ambient environment. The course of calcination entails heating the 
homogeneously mixed powder to an intermediate high temperature, roughly 1000 °C, 
lower than the final sintering temperature. For Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 samples, the powder 
samples were calcinated at 1000 °C. Calcination was repeated 3-4 times with 
intermediate grinding and calcination was done at higher than the previous step. 
(iii) Pelletization 
In order to make use of these ceramic materials, the calcinated powders must be 
brought into the desired shapes before the final sintering process. This is achieved by 
using die-press technique in which a die of proper shape was filled with calcinated 
powder and pressed using hydraulic press. In oizr case, pelletization was carried out in a 
dye of circular shape of 12mm diameter. The thickness of the pellets were maintained ~2 
to 3 mm. 




Solid-State Reaction Technique 
Mr 




Mixed Thoroughly and Grinded Using Mortar and Pestle for 
One Hour 
Ji 
Calcination At 1000 V For 12 Hours (two 
Final Sutering At 1300°C For 24 Hours 
3E 
Final Product (Bulk Multiferroic) Samples Of Mn,^ ,^Fe2.2iTi,04 
Fig.2.2: Flow chart for the preparation of bulk Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 ferrite samples. 
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(iv) Sintering 
After pelletization of calcinated powder, pellets were calcinated at relatively 
higher temperature and for longer diiration than used during calcination. This has been 
followed by slow cooUng with a suitable predefined rate, which is an essential and 
important process as it favours the required oxygen content in the material. For Mni+xFei-
2xTix04 bulk pellets, the final sintering temperature was kept at 1300 °C for 24 hrs 
followed by slow cooling rate of 5 °C /minute. Fig. 2.2 shows the flow chart used for the 
preparation of bulk samples. 
2.2 Characterization Tecliniques 
2.2.1 X-ray Diffraction 
The German Physicist, Von Laue in 1912 was the first who took up the problem 
of X-ray diffraction (XRD) with the reason that, "if crystals were composed of regularly 
spaced atoms which might act as scattering centers for x-rays, and if X-rays were 
electromagnetic waves of wavelength about equal to the interatomic distances in crystals, 
then it should be possible to diffract X-rays by means of crystals " [23]. Today, X-ray 
diffraction [24] is a routine technique for the characterization of the materials. A rich 
variety of information can be extracted from the XRD. This is an appropriate technique 
for all forms of samples, i.e. powder and bulk as well as thin film. Using this technique, 
one can get the information regarding the crystalline nature of a material, natiu-e of the 
phase present, lattice parameter and grain size [25]. From the position and shape of the 
lines, one can obtain information regarding the unit cell parameters and microstructural 
parameters (grain size, microsfrain, etc), respectively, hi case of thin fihns, the change in 
lattice parameter with respect to the bulk gives the idea about the nature of strain present 
in the system. 
The interaction of X-ray radiation with crystalline sample is governed by Bragg's 
law, which depicts a relationship between the diffraction angles (Bragg angle). X-ray 
wavelength, and interplanar spacing of the crystal plane. According to the Bragg, the X-
ray diffraction can be visualized as X-rays reflecting from a series of crystallographic 
planes as shown in Figure 2.3. The path differences infroduced between a pair of waves 
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travelled through the neighboring crystallographic planes are determined by the 
interplanar spacing. If the total path difference is eqiial to nX (n being an integer), the 
constructive interference will occur and a group of diffraction peaks can be observed, 
which give rise to X-ray patterns. The quantitative account of Bragg's law can be 
expressed as: 
2d sin e nk (2.1) 
where d is the interplanar spacing for a given set of hkl and 0 the Bragg angle. 
The intensity of powder diffraction peaks is in principal determined by the structiu-al 
factor, F as expressed in equation (2.2), which depends on the crystal structures 
hkl 
including relative positions of atoms in the unit cell, types of unit cells and other 
characteristics such as thermal motion and population parameters. 
fhki = Z?=i5* fis)r(s)exp [2m{ha' + kf + Iz')] - (2.2) 
th 
where/ (s) is the atomic scattering factor, g is the population factor of / atom, t (s) is 
the temperature factor, hkl are the Miller indices, and xyz are the fractional coordinates of 
th 









Bragg's Law: n^ = 2df^^sm6 
Fig. 2.3: Geometrical illustrations of crystal planes and Bragg's law. 
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Fig. 2.4: X-ray Dijfractometer (XRD) machine. 
In addition to the primary structtiral factors, the intensity of diffraction is dependent 
on other factors, which are not only relevant to sample effects such as its shape and size, 
grain size distribution, etc., but also on the instruments including detector, slit and/or 
monochromatic geometry. 
For all X-ray diffraction experiments presented in this thesis, a Bruker D8 Advance 
X-ray diffiractometer wdth Cu Ka (k = 1.54187A) radiation was employed (shown in 
Fig.2.4) and operated at an applied voltage of 30kV and filament current of 40mA. The 
operating voltage and filament current were increased to 40kV and 50mA respectively in 
case of nano samples to reduce the background and to ensure single phase nature of the 
samples. The spinel phase identification for all the samples reported in this thesis were 
performed by matching the peak positions and intensities in XRD patterns to those patterns 
in the JCPDS (Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards) database [26]. 
The diffraction method is based on the effect of broadening of diffraction 
reflections associated with the size of the particles (crystallites). All types of defects cause 
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displacement of the atoms from the lattice sites. M.A. Krivoglaz in 1969 [27] derived an 
equation for the intensity of the Bragg reflections from a crystal defect, which enabled all 
the defects to be derived conventionally into two groups. The defects in the first group only 
lower the intensity of the diffraction reflections but do not cause the reflection broadening. 
The broadening of the reflections is caused by the defects of second group. These defects 
are micro-deformations, inhomogeneity (non-uniform composition of the substance over 
their volume) and the small particle size. The size of nanomaterials can be derived from the 
peak broadening and can be calculated by using the Scherrer equation (2.3), provided that 
the nanocrystalline size is less than lOOnm. 
t = -^mL- .— (2.3) 
where t is the average crystalline dimension perpendicular to the reflecting phases, A, the X-
ray wavelength, K the Scherrer constant which equals 0.9 for spherical particles, whose 
value depends on the shape of the particle (crystallite, domain) and on diffraction reflection 
indices (hkl), and (i)i.o2 the volume-weighted average column length, i.e.,the number of 
reflecting planes times their effective distance 'd'. For spherical particle (i).,oi equals 
0.75(D)voi, where D is the grain diameter. The Scherrer formula is quite satisfactory for 
small grains (large broadening) in the absence of significant microstrain. A microsfrain 
describes the relative mean square deviation of the lattice spacing from its mean value. 
Based on the grain size dependence of the sfrain it is reasonable to assume that there is a 
radial strain gradient, but from X-ray diffraction only a homogeneous, voliune-averaged 
value is obtained. 
2.2.2 Field Emission Transmission Electron Microscopy (FETEM) 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) has become a versatile and indispensable 
tool in exploration of nanomaterials. The complementary imaging, diffraction and spatial 
resolution microanalysis techniques in TEM provides the information about crystal 
structure, electronic and/or magnetic structure, size and shape of nanomaterials. The 
transmitted elecfrons are also used to visualize the internal crystal structure by bright and 
dark field imaging and orientation and identification of crystals in selected area electron 
diffractions. The elemental and chemical information can be simultaneously derived from 
the analysis of the characteristic X-ray radiations [28-31]. We have used Field Emission 
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Transmission Electron Microscope (FETEM), model Tecnai 20 G2, for the analysis of 
our nanoparticles of Al doped Nio 2Cdo 3Fe2 5-XO4 ferrites, operated at 200 kV. The 
schematic diagram of the FE-TEM instrument used is presented in Fig.2.5. 
2.2.3 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) 
Fig. 2.6 presents the schematic diagram of the Field Emission Scanning Electron 
microscope (FE-SEM) used for probing surfaces and microstructural characterization of the 
solid samples [32]. This technique is widely used to get information about the 
topographical features, morphology, phase distribution, crystal structure, crystal 
orientation, the presence and location of defects. In FE-SEM, as name suggests, the 
electron beams are moved by the electric field to scan the sample. In this technique, a beam 
of electrons is produced by heating a metallic filament. The electron beams, focused with 
the help of electromagnetic lenses, falls on the sample with energy typically -30 keV. 
When the beam strikes on the surface of the sample, backscattered electrons, secondary 
Fig.2.5: Schematic diagram of Field Emission Transmission Electron Microscope. 
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Fig.2.6: Schematic diagram of Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM). 
electrons. Auger electrons and photons are ejected from the sample with typical energy. 
Detectors collect the secondary or backscattered electrons and an image is produced on a 
cathode ray tube screen by recording the intensity of the detected signal as a fiinction of 
position. The signal magnitude varies as a result of difference in surface topography as 
the electron beam is scanned across the sample surface. In this way, SEM can be 
employed to visualize surface features with a good resolution of the order of nanometers. 
In the present thesis work, we used Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope MIRA 
IILMH, H.S. Code: 9012.10.1000 for the characterization of our samples. 
2.2.4 Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 
EDX is an analytical technique used for the elemental analysis or chemical 
characterization of a sample. It is one of the variants of XRF. As a type of spectroscopy, 
it relies on the investigation of a sample through interactions between electromagnetic 
radiation and matter, analyzing X-rays emitted by the matter in response being hit wdth 
charged particles. Its characterization capabilities are due in large part to the fundamental 
principle that each element has a unique atomic structure, allowing X-rays that are 
characteristic of an elements atomic structure, to be identified uniquely from each other. 
Fig. 2.7 presents the schematic diagram of EDX set up in connection with FE-SEM used 
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for the characterization of our samples. There are four primary components of the EDX 
set up: the beam source; the X-ray detector; the pulse processor; and the analyzer. A 
number of free-standing EDX systems exist. However, EDX systems are most commonly 
found on scanning electron microscopes (SEM-EDX) and electron microprobes. 
Scanning electron microscopes are equipped with a cathode and magnetic lenses to create 
and focus a beam of electrons and since 1960's they have been equipped with elemental 
analysis capabilities. A detector is used to convert X-ray energy into voltage signals; this 
information is sent to a pulse 
Fig. 2.7: Schematic diagram of Energy Dispersive X-ray. 
processor, which measures the signals and passes them onto an analyzer for data display 
and analysis. 
2.2.5 Electrical Properties 
In the present work, the dielectric, ac conductivity and impedance measurements 
have been carried as a function of composition, frequency (42Hz-5MHz) and temperature 
(300K-473K) using HIOKI-36532-50 HITESTER LCR meter. The temperature was 
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controlled with accuracy of ±50 mK using Lakeshore (Model 340) temperature 
controller. 
2.2.5.1 Dielectric Measurement 
For dielectric and ac impedance measurements, the silver coating was done on 
the opposite faces of the pellet to make parallel plate capacitor geometry and ferrite 
material as the dielectric material. The value of dielectric constant (e) has been calculated 
using the formula [33]: 
. = ^ - - (2 .4) 
where 80 = 8.854x10"'^  F/m, known as permittivity of free space, x is the thickness of 
pellets, A is the area of cross section of the pellet and Q, is capacitance of the pellet. The 
complex dielectric constant has been calculated from the relation: 
s" = s'tand (2.5) 
where s" is the complex part of the dielectric constant an tan8 the dielectric loss. 
2.2.5.2 Dielectric Loss (tanS) 
The energy loss is usually characterized by the dielectric loss factor (tan5) which 
is expressed as the ratio of the imaginary part of the dielectric constant to the real part, 
i.e. 
tanS = T-r—r- -— (2.6) 
where / is the frequency of the applied ac field and p the resistivity of the dielectric 
material. The dielectric loss arises when the polarization lags behind the applied field and 
is caused by the impurities and imperfections in the crystal lattice. The density of a 
material also plays an important role in the variation of dielectric constant. High porosity 
and low density results in low dielectric constant and dielectric losses [34]. 
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2.2.5.3 Ac Conductivity 
The total conductivity of any system is sum of the ac conductivity and dc 
conductivity and is given by the relationship: 
atot=ao(T) + a(o),T) - - ( 2 . 7 ) 
The first term at R.H.S. of eq. (2.7) is dc conductivity due to the band conduction, which 
is a fi-equency independent function while the second term of the equation represents the 
pure ac conductivity due to electron hoping between the two Fe ions at octahedral sites, 
hi the present study of nano as well as bulk ferrite materials, we have studied the ac 
conductivity as a function of frequency and temperature for different compositions using 
the relation [35]: 
^ac - £'£Q<i>tan5 (2.8) 
where co is angular frequency. 
2.2.5.4 Impedance Spectroscopy 
Bauerle [36- 38], was the first to use this technique in 1969 to separate bulk fi-om 
interfacial properties in polycrystalline ceramics. Li complex impedance diagrams 
(Nyquist or Cole-Cole plot) the imaginary part of the impedance Z'{(o) is plotted against 
the real part of impedance Z"(<y) • The response of an ideal parallel circuit of resistance R 
and capacitance C is a semicircle centered on the real axis. R is determined fi-om the 
diameter of the semicircle, whereas C is calculated fi-om the frequency of semicircle 
maximum. 
hnpedance spectroscopy is ideal for investigating the electrical response of 
dielectric materials as a function of fi-equency. It is a powerful technique for unraveling 
the complexities of materials, whose properties and applications depend on the close 
control of structure, composition, ceramic texture, dopants (or defects) and dopant 
distribution, which functions by utihzing the different frequency dependences of 
constituent components for their separation. The impedance analysis of a material is 
based on an idealized circuit model with discrete electrical components. The analysis is 
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mainly accomplished by fitting the impedance data to an equivalent circuit, which is 
representative of the material under investigation. It has been among the most useful 
investigation techniques since the impedance of grains can be separated fi"om the other 
sources of impedance, namely grain boimdaries and electrode effects [39]. When the 
grain boundary resistance is larger than the resistance of bulk, two semicircles are often 
obtained in Cole-Cole plot. Deviations fi"om ideal semicircles have been attributed to the 
distribution of relaxation times arising from the micro-structural inhomogeneity or 
disorder in the samples [40,41]. 
ac cupply Q : 
LCR meter 
Tl Gt 
TO C ^ 
computer 
LJ-
Fig. 2.8: Schematic diagram of the LCR meter setup. 
A sine wave signal was fed to the input terminal (Ti) of the LCR meter and the 
sample from the signal generator (SG) terminal. The output (To) measured the output 
signal from the sample, which was voltage drop across a standard resistance of IkQ. Fig. 
2.8 shows the schematic diagram of the LCR meter. LCR then automatically analyzed 
the signals from Ti and To to give phase difference (0) between the input and out signals, 
i.e., Z' and Z". The complex impedance plot is obtained after plotting Z" versus Z'. When 
an ac voltage V = V^e^'"^ is applied across the sample, the current that flows across the 
sample is given by: 
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,- = j^cV = ^"^^-"^'--^^°^ - - - (2.9) 
d 
The complex impedance plot can be represented in terms of any of the five 
possible complex formalisms, the permittivity (e*), the admittance (Y*), the electric 
modulus (M*), the impedance (Z*) and the loss tangent (tan6). These parameters are 
related with each other [42-44] by the formula: 
tan5 = :^  = ^ = ^ - - (2.10) 
i Ml Y> Z> 
Whereas the real and imaginary parts of the complex impedance are given by. 
^ ~ 1 i , ..v2r2D2 + 1 . ,,,2 r^ D 2 (2.11) H-a>|CJi?J l + toJ,C;,/?;, 
and 
7" = ~^a%^S , -^gb'^Sb^Sb ..... (2.12) 
where the terms Rg and Cg represents the resistance and capacitance of the grain, while 
Rgb and Cgb represents the corresponding terms for the grain boundary volume [45, 46]. 
The resistance value for the grain and grain boimdary have been calculated from the 
intercepts on the real part of Z (Z") axis, where as the capacitance values have been 
calculated from the frequency peaks of the semicircle arcs. Since the value of Z' = -Z" at 




Also, the relaxation times T^ and T J^, have been calculated from the frequency peaks 
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using the equations: 
. .= i = C ^ H , - - (2 .15) 
2.2.6 Magnetic Properties 
2.2.6.1 M5ssbauer Spectroscopy 
Mossbauer spectroscopy is used to obtain information about the local 
environment of the M6ssbauer nuclei, hi contrast to XRD, it also provides information 
about the materials which do not exhibit long range order (poorly crystalline or 
amorphous material). This technique is based on the Mossbauer Effect, i.e. the 
phenomenon of recoil free emission of gamma rays from the nuclei in a solid and its 
resonance absorption by identical nuclei in another solid. For the Mossbauer 
spectroscopy measxu-ements presented in this work, we used absorption and emission of 
the y-ray energy from the first excited state (3/2) of the stable isotope ^^Fe. In case of"Fe 
specfroscopy the recoil less 14.4keV gamma rays are emitted by an excited ^^ Fe nucleus 
obtained from the decay of its parent ^^ Co (half life = 270 days). The source contains 
parent nucleus of the Mossbauer isotope, embedded in a rigid solid matrix (Rh) to ensure 
a high recoil free factor [47, 48]. The gamma rays emitted from the source are passed 
through the material (absorber) which is being investigated and rays transmitted through 
the absorber are detected and counted. If the nuclei in the source and absorber are exact 
in the same environment, the gamma rays will be resonantly absorbed and an absorption 
peak will be observed. In order to probe the energy levels of nuclei in different 
environments, we must scan the energy of the gamma rays which is achieved by moving 
the source relative to observer. The Doppler Effect produces an energy shift in the 
gamma ray energy by allowing matching of resonant energy levels in the absorber. One 
of the simplest cases is shown in Fig. 2.9 and the spectrum recorded is a plot of the 
transmission intensity versus source velocity in mm/s. 
2.2.6.1.1 Hyperfine Interactions 
The interaction between a nucleus and its smxounding environment is called 
hyperfine interaction. In general, these interactions are very small compared to the energy 
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levels of the nucleus itself, but the extreme energy resolution of the Mossbauer Effect 
enables these interactions to be observed. The hyperfine interactions may shift energy 
levels or Uft their degeneracy and hence will affect the shape of the Mossbauer spectrum. 
2.2.6.1.2 Isomer Shift (IS) 
The term Isomer shift (IS) arises due to the non-zero volume of the nucleus and 
the electron charge density due to s-electrons within it leading to an electric monopole 
interaction, which modifies the nuclear energy levels. The volume of the nucleus in its 
ground state and the excited states are different and the s-electrons are affected by the 
chemical environments. The relation between the s-electron density and the nuclear 
radius is given by: 
l.S.= ^^nZe%Rl- R^,)m^m'" 1^.(0)1'] (2.17) 
where Rex and Rgd are the nuclear radii of the excited and ground state 
respectively,—e|i/j'a(0)p,-e t^j(0)1 ^  represent the s-electron densities of the absorber 
and source respectively and Ze the charge on the resonant nucleus. Any difference in the 
s-electrons environment between the sources and absorber thus produces a shift in the 
resonance energy of the transition called isomer shift (see Fig. 2.10 shows the isomer 
shift in ^^ Fe Mossbauer transition) which could not be measured directly and so a suitable 
reference is necessary. In this work, all the results presented the isomer shifts are given 






r Gamma i AAA Detector 
Fig. 2.9: Mossbauer spectrum showing the simplest case of emitter and absorber nuclei 
in the same environment. 
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relative to a-Fe at room temperature. In fact, isomer shift is highly sensitive to the 
electron density, the changes in isomer shift values to different chemical environments 
absorbers can give valuable information about the degree of covalency and ionic valance 
state of Mossbauer isotopes, distinction between high and low spin states. 
2.2.6.1.3 Electric Quadrupole Splitting 
It is assumed that the nuclear charge distribution is spherical. However, a nucleus 
that has a spin quantum number I > Vx has a non-spherical charge distribution. An 
asymmetric charge distribution around the nucleus causes an asymmetric electric field at 
the nucleus characterized by a tensor quantity called electric field gradient (EFG). 
Therefore, the interactions of the nuclear quadrupole moment with the electric field 
gradient (EFG) at the site of the nucleus give rise to quadrupole splitting (QS) (see Fig. 
2.10). The electric field gradient can arise due to the atomic electrons as well as ions, 
which surround the atoms. In case of ^^Fe, the excited state has a spin I = 3/2 and in the 
presence of a non-zero electric field gradient, this splits into two sub-levels characterized 
by mi = ± Vi and ± 3/2. This leads to a two line spectrum separated by the quadrupole 
splitting. Figure 2.10 shows quadrupole splitting for the Mossbauer transition in ^^Fe. 
2.2.6.1.4 Magnetic Hyperfine Interaction 
A splitting in the Mossbauer spectrum arises due to the coupling between the 
nuclear magnetic moment and the magnetic field at the nucleus is called magnetic 
hyperfine interaction or Zeeman splitting (see Fig. 2.10). In general, the effective 
magnetic field experienced by the nucleus is a combination of fields from the atom itself, 
from the lattice through crystal field effects and from external applied field. This can be 
considered for now as a single field H, whose direction specifies the principal z-axis. The 
Hamiltonian for the interaction is given as: 
H„,= - ^ . H = g^^nI.H -—(2.18) 
where n„ is the nuclear Bohr magneton, n the nuclear magnetic moment, I the nuclear 
spin and g the gyromagnetic ratio. The eigen values of Hamiltonian Em are given by: 
En, = -g(XnHmi —(2.19) 
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Fig. 2.10: Isomer shift, quadrupole splitting and magnetic hyperfine splitting for the 
57, Mossbauer transition in ^'Fe. 
where mi = + I, I-l, 1-2, -I is the magnetic quantum number representing the Z-
component of I. Thus the magnetic field splits the nuclear energy levels of spin I into 
(21+1) equally spaced non-degenerate sub-levels. In case of ^^Fe, the hyperfine splitting 
for I = 3/2 and Vi levels are shown in Fig. 2.10. hi ferromagnetic iron metal, the 
magnetic field at "Fe nucleus, the magnetic hyperfine field is 33 kOe at room 
temperature. Therefore, the hyperfine parameters; isomer shift, quadrupole splitting and 
magnetic hyperfine field can be extracted from the experimental spectra, taking into the 
account the emission spectra of the source. By comparing with the tabulated data, the 
environment of the absorbing atom can be determined. However, nuclei in the sample 
have different surrounding leading to a complicated spectrum which has to be 
decomposed. The spectrums presented in this work were analyzed using NORMOS 
(Site/Dist) a computer program developed by R. A. Brand [49]. 
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2.2.6.2 Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM) 
A popular method for determining the magnetic properties of wide variety of 
magnetic samples is Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM). With this technique, the 
magnetic moment of a sample can be measured with high accuracy. An illustration of 
VSM is shown in Fig. 2.11. The VSM is based upon Faraday's law, according to which 
an e.m.f is induced in a conductor by a time-varying magnetic flux. In VSM, a material 
is subjected to a uniform magnetic field and is made to undergo mechanical vibrations in 
the vicinity of pick-up coil, which causes the change in magnetic flux. This induces a 
voltage in the pick-up coils, which is proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample. 
In the present study we have used the VSM for the magnetization measurement of 
nanoparticles of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 and Mni+xFe2.2xTix04 bulk samples from 20 K to 
the room temperature. 




Fig. 2.11: An illustration of Vibrating Sample Magnetometer 
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2.3.1 Fourier Transformation Inferred Spectroscopy 
FTIR is most useful for identifying chemicals that are either organic or inorganic. 
It can be utilized to quantitate some components of an unknown mixture. It can be 
£q;>plied to the analysis of solids, liquids, and gases. The term Fourier Transform Inferred 
Spectroscopy (FTIR) refers to a fairly recent development in the manner in which the 
data are collected and converted from an interference pattern to a spectrum. Today's FTIR 
instruments are computerized which makes them faster and more sensitive than the older 
dispersive instruments. FTIR can be used to identify chemicals from spills, paints, 
polymers, coatings, drugs, and contaminants. FTIR is the most powerful tool for 
identifying types of chemical bonds (functional groups). The wavelength of Hght 
absorbed is characteristic of the chemical bond as can be seen in this annotated spectrum. 
By interpreting the infrared absorption spectrum, the chemical bonds in a molecule can 
be determined. FTIR specfra of pure compounds are generally so unique that they are like 
a molecular "fingerprint", while organic compounds have very rich, detailed spectra; 
inorganic compounds are usually much simpler. For most common materials, the 
spectrum of an unknown can be identified by comparison to a library of known 
compounds. 
Molecular bonds vibrate at various frequencies depending on the elements and the 
type of bonds. For any given bond, there are several specific frequencies at which it can 
vibrate. According to quantum mechanics, these frequencies correspond to the ground 
state (lowest frequency) and several excited states (higher frequencies). One way to cause 
the frequency of a molecular vibration to increase is to excite the bond by having it to 
absorb light energy. For any given fransition between two states, the light energy 
(determined by the wavelength) must exactly equal the difference in the energy between 
the two states [usually ground state (Eo) and the first excited state (Ei)]. The energy 
corresponding to these transitions (between molecular vibrational states) is generally 1-10 
kcal/mol which corresponds to the infrared portion of the electromagnetic spectrum [50-
52]. 
Difference in energy states = Energy of the light absorbed: 
Ef-E,=f - - (2 .20) 
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where the symbolsfiy, £";, h, c and X represent the excited state energy, ground state 
energy, planks constant, velocity of light and wave length of the infra red light. In the 
present thesis work, we have used Fourier Transform hifrared Spectrophotometer Nicolet 
Impact 410 DSP. 
2.3.2 Sample Preparation 
Solid samples can be milled with potassium bromide (KBr) to form a very fine 
powder. This powder is then compressed into a thin pellet which can be analyzed. KBr is 
also transparent in the JR. Alternatively, solid samples can be dissolved in a solvent such 
as methylene chloride, and the solution placed onto a single salt plate. The solvent is then 
evaporated off, leaving a thin fihn of the original material on the plate. This is called a 
cast film, and is frequently used for the identification. In our case of measurement, we 
milled our material Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5.xAlx04 nanoparticles with KBr and ground in a motor 
and pestle for 10 minutes. The powder material was then pressed into disk shaped thin 
pellet, which was then analyzed. We used FTIR specfrometer Nicolet hnapct 410 DSP 
model for our measurements. 
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Chapter 3 
Structural, Electrical Transport and Magnetic Properties 
of nanocrystalline Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 (0 ^ x ^  0.5) 
ferrites 
1^ c^Ufiifft fiwi€MiA detaded iiud^ o^ itutetanal, eUetUc^ dW ma^Hetic frto^ientUA o^ a. AenieA 
pnoceM. lie t^^ ^/^* Mi^tetutioH.in 'HCot/S^osP^ts-Z^P<t^ *^** studied, tutttf 'X-tMf 
(i^^uietioH CX'W). "Pcdd SmiMioM. SCMMCH^ SUOIOK TfUcMicofUf CpSSSM). 7uU 
'PotvUen, liM^vuMttioK ^H^ianed ifxttM^cofu^ CpH^W, ffte^UiOiccf, CMtpa^itio* Md 
temfienaXmt defitHdent tUdeOUt Aftee^M^cafu^. imftedoMee Afiettno^eoptf, <t« MAeefiti6dUif, eU 
ma/^MettfOUoH and "JHoi^Aiuet Afiet^toita^. 
Stmcti/trnL, eltctrlcal, —NLo.2Co(o3Fe2.5-;cAUo. —chopters 
3.1 Introduction 
The unique and novel size dependent chemical and physical properties displayed 
by materials on nanoscale have initiated the current wide range of intensive research 
on nanomaterials [1-6]. Recently, keen interests have been expanded in controlling the 
shape of nanomaterials and also imderstanding the correlations between their 
properties and its shape. The shape of nanomaterials can be as vital as the size in 
determining the uniqueness and novelty of material properties [7-11]. Moreover, a 
large part of the societal impact by nanomaterials surely will be realized in a variety of 
devices consisting of nanomaterials components. Assembly of nano-components is a 
key process in building devices, and the sh^)e of nano-building blocks and related 
properties will be crucial for the assembly and device designs. Shape-controlled 
synthesis of nanocrystals surely is an experimental challenge [12, 13]. Successes in 
shape control of nanocrystals have been reported in the synthesis of metals [9, 11, 14-
17] and semiconductors [18]. Clearly, it is desirable to develop strategies for shape 
controlled synthesis of complex metal oxides possessing rich properties, especially the 
magnetic characteristics. The shape of the nanocrystals can also be reversibly 
interchanged between spherical and cubic shape by controlling nanocrystal growth rate 
and temperature. Furthermore, the magnetic studies show that the blocking 
temperature, saturation, and remanent magnetization of nanocrystals are solely 
determined by the volume regardless of the spherical or cubic shape. However, the 
shape of the nanocrystals is a dominating factor for the coercivity of magnetic 
nanocrystals. Such magnetic nanocrystals with distinct shapes possess tremendous 
potentials in technological applications of magnetic nanocrystals for high-density 
information storage and also in fundamental imderstanding of magnetism. 
The study of ferrites on nanometer scale have generated more interest as well as 
curiosity in the scientific community to understand the basic physics of the ferrites, 
involving drastic changes in electrical and magnetic properties due to the change in 
size and their potential applications in modem technology. Due to the involvement of 
small size particles, which are of the order of magnetic domain in corresponding bulk 
materials, novel electrical and magnetic behaviour is observed for the nanosized 
magnetic particles, when compared to their bulk counterpart [19]. Van Uitert [20] has 
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described how incorporation of small amounts of manganese or cobalt alters the 
resistance of ferrites. The increased demand and low loss of the ferrites resulted in 
detailed investigations on the various aspects of conductivity and the influence of the 
various substitutions on the electrical conductivity, thermoelectric power, hall 
mobility, magnetic properties, etc. 
The electrical properties of ferrites also depend on the preparation conditions, such 
as sintering temperature, sintering atmosphere and sintering time as well as on the type 
of the substituted ions. It was proposed that the air sintered ferrites are characterized 
by microstructure consisting of relatively high conductive grains separated by high 
resistive thin layers (grain boundaries) [21]. Due to this reason, most of the externally 
applied electric field to the specimen is concentrated on the grain boundary regions, 
therefore, the electrical properties of the grain boimdary phase control the electrical 
properties of the ferrite material. 
EHamagnetic ion substitution in ferrites has received a lot of attention over the past 
years [22-26]. The presence of non-magnetic ions in spinel ferrites have been found to 
alter their electrical and magnetic properties and studies have revealed useful 
information on the nature of exchange interaction, direction of magnetization, cation 
distribution, spin canting etc. Such isomorphism, substitution in ferrite materials are 
particularly apparent in their M3ssbauer spectra, since, these will drastically reduce 
magnetic interactions, resulting in lower magnetic ordering temperature [27]. 
Several groups have reported the electrical and magnetic properties of 
nanocrystalline NiFe204 in literature. Babita et al. [28] studied the electrical 
conductivity of nanocrystalline NiFe204 synthesized by hydrothermal route by varying 
the pH of the sintering solution, and reported that the n-type and p-type material can be 
obtained by varying pH of the sintering solution. Again Babita and her group [29], 
investigated dc and ac conductivities of the NiFe204. They reported that the dc 
conductivity studies show that all the materials exhibit metal-insulator transition with a 
dependency of the transition temperature T„i„ on the cationic vacancy concentration. 
D. Elkony et al. [30] investigated the dielectric properties of Al doped bulk Ni-Cd 
spinel ferrites. They reported that distribution of Al at A- and B-sites have changed 
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while changing the value of x, which have afifected the dielectric properties of the 
ferrites. They also reported that two types of charge carriers were present at high 
temperature in the samples investigated. M. G. Patil et al. [31] studied the electrical 
resistivity and Seebeck coefficient for Ni-Cd ferrites as a function of temperature. 
They reported that the thermoelectric power measurements indicate that the samples 
are n-type semiconductors and the conduction mechanism is interpreted on the basis of 
localized model of polarons. 
The motivation behind the preparation and doping of Al^ * ions in Ni-Cd ferrite 
nanoparticles was: (i) To develop the nanoparticles of the ferrite materials, since it is 
well known from the literature that the size reduction brings the phenomenal changes 
in the physical and transport properties of materials (ii) It is well known that the 
doping of trivalent element in ferrite upgrades their structural, electrical and also 
induces modification in their magnetic structure. Among the various spinel ferrites, we 
have chosen Ni-Cd matrix because it is soft magnetic material with very low cubic 
magneto crystalline anisotropy, low coercivity and moderate saturation magnetization; 
such properties of Ni-Cd ferrite suggest that this material is a good candidate for the 
various technological ^plications. In this chapter, we have carried out the studies on 
the influence of Al^ ^ ion doping on structural, electrical, and magnetic properties of 
nanocrystalline Ni-Cd ferrite. 
3.2 Results and Discussion 
3.2.1 Structural properties 
3.2.1.1 X-ray Diffraction 
The X-ray diffraction and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) technique 
were employed for structural ;diase identification of Nio.2CdojFe2.5-xAlx04 (0 < x < 
0.5) ferrite nanoparticles. Fig. 3.1 shows the powder X-ray diffraction pattern of 
Nio:jCdojFe2.i.xAlx04 (0 < x < 0.5) ferrite. The XRD pattern analyzed using Powder-X 
software, confirmed single-phase cubic spinel structure formation with Fd3m space 
group. The crystallite size was calculated from the XRD data using Scherrer formula. 
The average particle size has been found between 3 to 7 nm. 
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Fig. 3.1: X-ray powder diffraction pattern ofmo.2Pdo.3Fe2.xAW4 (0<x< 0.5) ferrite 
nanoparticles. 
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Fig. 3,2 (a, b): The typical selective area electron diffraction (SAED) of 
Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04nanoparticles of the composition x = 0.0 and 0.1. 
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Fig. 3.2(a, b) presents the SAED studies of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 ferrite 
nanoparticles for the composition x = 0.0 and 0.1, respectively. Rings in these patterns 
indicate clearly the randomly oriented single crystals. SAED pattern demonstrate that 
each nanoparticle is indeed in single phase. 
3.2.1.2 Field Emission Transmission Electron Microscopy (FETEM) 
The particles size and morphology were estimated from FE-TEM micrographs. 
The representative illustration of FE-TEM micrographs of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 
nanoparticles are presented in Fig. 3.3 (a-d). The micrographs show that the particles 
are almost spherical and are agglomerated. The average particle size obtained from the 
FETEM is in the range 2 to 8imi which is in good agreement as obtained from the 
XRD data with a difference of ±1. Fig. 3.4 (a-c) shows the typical histograms of size 
distribution for Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5.xAlx04 nanoparticles with a diameter of 2 nm, 8 nm, and 
7 nm respectively, indicating the quality of spherical Nio.2Cdo.iFe2.5-xAlx04 
nanoparticles are very high in terms of size distribution. Fig. 3.5 (a, b) shows the FE-
TEM images where it is seen that the panels showing some local short range ordering 
in the samples x = 0.1 and x = 0.3 nanoparticles assemblies. 
3.2.1.3 Field Emission-Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) 
In order to understand the morphology and shape of the as obtained 
nanoparticles, FE-SEM studies were also carried out. The FE-SEM micrographs were 
taken at 2000 and 3000 magnification at different parts of the samples as shown in Fig. 
3.6 (a-d) and 3.7 (a-d), respectively. It is clear from the FE-SEM micrographs that the 
microstructure changes with AI doping. By having a closer look on these 
microstructures, it is found that shapes of the grains in all samples are spherical and 
have intergranular diffusion. Also, it can be seen that with the substitution of Al^ ^ ions, 
number of pores increases, as a resuh, the individual grains are parted from each other 
and the effective area of grain contact decreases. 
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3.2.1.4 Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) 
The chemical compositions of samples of different composition have been 
calculated by EDX. Fig. 3.8 (a-d) shows the EDX pattern for the various compositions 
of the samples. The EDX pattern confirmed the homogeneous mixing of the Ni, Cd, 
Fe, Al and O atoms in pure and doped ferrite samples. The observed composition is 
almost equal to that of the sample produced by stoichiometric calculations while 
taking oxygen as balanced. The results of the composition from EDX analysis for the 
as obtained nanoparticles are listed in the table 3.1. 
The table 3.2 presents the lattice parameters and grain size with composition of 
Nio^ Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 nanoparticles. It is seen that the lattice constant decreases with 
Al doping. The lattice constant values are in expected range with the lattice constants 
of spinel cubic ferrites [32, 33]. The decrease in the values of lattice constant with Al 
substitution can be explained on the basis of ionic radius, where the ionic radius of 
Al^ ^ ion (0.51 A) is smaller than that of Fe^ ^ ion (0.67A). 
Fig. 3.9 shows the strain measurements for all the compositions. It was 
observed that the variation of 4sin9 with PcosB is linear for all the samples, which 
indicates that the strain in the samples increases with the decreasii^ size of 
nanoparticles. 







































































Fig. 3,3 (a-d): The typical FE-TEM micrographs for Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 
nanoparticles with a diameter of (a) x = 0.0 (b) x = 0.1 (c) x = 0.2 (d) x = 0.4 
respectively. 
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Fig. 3.4 (a-c): The representative histograms of size distribution for spherical 
Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 nanopartides (a) 8 nm, (b) 7 nm, and (c) 2 nm, respectively. 
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Fig. 3.5 (a, b): FE-TEM images showing the panels showing some local short range 
ordering in (x = O.I) ~ 7nm and (x = 0.3) ~4nm nanoparticles assemblies. 
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Fig. 3.6 (a-d): FESEM micrograph at 200Kx magnification of Nio.2Cdo.iFe2.5-xA.lxO4 
nanoparticles (a) x = 0.0 (b) x = 0.1 (c) x = 0.3 and (d) x = 0.4, compositions, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 3.7 (a-d): FESEM micrograph at 300Kx magnification of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5.xAlx04 
nanoparticles (a) x =' 0.0 (b) x ^ 0.1 (c) x = 0.3 and (d) x = 0.4, compositions, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 3.8 (a-d): The EDX pattern of Nig 2Cdo.3Fe 2 5-xAl^04 nanoparticles (a) x = 0.0 (b) 
X = 0.1 (c)x = 0.2 and (d) x = 0.3, compositions respectively. 
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Fig. 3.9: Strain graphs of the nanoparticles ofNio.^do.3Fe2.5-xAlx04ferrites. 
Table 3.2: Lattice parameters and grain size of Nio.:^do,3Fe2.5-xAlx04 ferrite 
nanoparticles. 
Composition (x) 
Grain size (nm) 
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3.2.2 Fourier transmission Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) 
The infrared spectroscopy gives information about the chemical and molecular 
structure change in the ferrite due to changes in the Fe -O ' bond during heat 
treatment or when some foreign atom is introduced in the parent ferrite compound. 
Fig. 3.10 shows the IR absorption spectra of as obtained nanoparticles of Al doped Ni-
Cd ferrites carried out in the range 400-4000 cm"'. 
1—•—r 
0 500 1000 1500 200025003000360040004600 
- 1 , Wavenumber(cm') 
Fig 3.10: IR spectra ofNio.2Cdo3Fe2.5-xAW4 (0.0 <x< 0.5) ferrite nanoparticles. 
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For ferrites, generally two assigned absorption bands appear around 600 cm" : vi, 
which is attributed to stretching vibration of tetrahedral groups Fe^ -^0^" and around 
400cm'': V2, vfiach is attributed to the octahedral groups complex Fe^ -^0^". 
In our IR measurement, characteristic bands appear at about 1400, 1620 and 
3420cm'\ which are ascribed to the stretching mode of 0-H group in the free and 
absorbed water and PVA, H-O-H ending vibration [34] of the residual water and the 
antisymmetric NO3"' stretching vibration [35], respectively. The band around 1074 cm' 
' is the stretching more of C-O-C group, indicating the dehydration from 0-H group in 
the PVA and the formation of C-O-C group. The two strong bands that ^pear around 
579 cm'' and 420 cm'' are the characteristic bands of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-Ah04 ferrite 
revealing the formation of Ni-Cd-Al ferrite. The absorption band v/ appears arovmd 
579 cm'' and the absorption band v^  appears aroimd 420 cm'. The difference between 
v/ and V2 is due to the changes in bond length (Fe^ -^0^") at octahedral and tetrahedral 
sites [36]. The spectra also show a shift due to introduction of Al^ ^ ions. The 
tetrahedral site bands are shifted from lower band values to higher band values, i.e., 
fix)m 574.32 to 579.21 cm"', which is attributed to the stretching of Fe^ -^O '^ bonds on 
substitution of Al ions. The octahedral band sites on the contrary shift towards lower 
frequency region from 429.24 to 417.51 cm'' with Al addition, which is attributed to 
the shifting of Fe towards oxygen ion on occupation of octahedral site by Al ions 
[37]. 
3.23 Electrical Properties 
3.23.1 Dielectric Constant 
Dielectric constant (e) of ferrites is contributed by several structural and micro-
structural factors. Ferrite materials have been rendered to dipolar materials due to the 
presence of majority Fe^"*^  and minority Fe^ * ions. Orientation polarization results due 
to the rotational displacement of dipoles. In case of ferrites, the rotation of Fe^ -^Fe^ ^ 
dipoles may be visualized as the exchange of electrons between the Fe ions so that the 
diploes align themselves with an ^plied ac field. A relaxation to the polarization is 
caused due to the existence of inertia to charge moment. The frequency dependence of 
dielectric constant for all samples have been studied at room temperature as well as at 
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high temperature. Fig. 3.11 and 3.12, depict variation of real and complex part of 
dielectric constant with frequency at room temperature. 
It is clear from these figures that all the studied samples exhibit the dielectric 
dispersion, where both real (i) and imaginary part (s") of the dielectric constant 
decreases as the frequency increases from 120Hz-5MHz. The dielectric constant 
decreases rapidly in low frequency region and the rate of decrease is slow in high 
fi^uency region, the response approaches almost to frequency independent behaviour. 
The complex part of the dielectric constant (s") is found to decrease faster tiian (i) in 
low frequency region and the variation is same as (c) in bi^ier frequency region. The 
phenomenon of dielectric dispersion in ferrites is explained on the basis of Maxwell-
Wagner two layer model [38, 39] and Koops phenomenological theory of dielectric 
dispersion [40]. In this model, a dielectric medium is assimied to be made of well 
conducting grains, which are separated by poorly conducting grain boimdaries. It has 
been observed that in ferrites the permittivity is directly proportional to the square root 
of conductivity [41]. Therefore, the grains are highly conductive and have high values 
of permittivity, while grain boundaries are less conductive and have smaller values of 
permittivity. At lower frequencies the grain boimdaries are more effective than grains 
in electrical conduction. Thinner the grain boundary, higher is the value of dielectric 
constant. The higher values of the dielectric constant (i) observed at lower fiiequoicies 
may also be explained on the basis of interficial/space polarization due to 
inhomogeneous dielectric structure. 
The variation of dielectric constant of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 ferrite 
nanoparticles with composition for all the samples is depicted in Fig. 3.13. It is 
observed that dielectric constant decreases as Al concentration increases in mixed Ni-
Cd ferrites. The behaviour is explained in the light of available free charges for the 
conduction mechanism. A strong correlation exists between the conduction 
mechanism and the dielectric behaviour of ferrites, i.e., the mechanism of polarization 
process in ferrites is similar to the conduction process [42, 43]. The exchange of 
electrons between Fe^ ^ and Fe^ ^ ions results in local displacement of charges, which 
determine the polarization in ferrites. 
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Fig. 3.11: Variation of real part of dielectric constant ofNio2Cdo.iFe2.5-xAl/)4 samples 
as a function of frequency at room temperature. 
A model based on above statement is proposed for the present system to explain the 
composition dependence of dielectric constant for the mixed Ni-Cd ferrite. In this 
model, the electron exchange between Fe and Fe ions in an n-type and hole 
exchange between Ni and Ni ions \np-type ferrites results in local displacements of 
electrons and holes in the direction of applied electric field, which causes polarization 
in the ferrite material [44, 45]. 
It is reported that in Al containing ferrites, Al ions prefer to occupy an octahedral 
coordination until the ratio of Al substitution becomes greater than x = 0.6, thereafter, 
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CO 
Fig. 3.12: Variation of imaginary part of dielectric constant of Nio,2Cdo,iFe2.5-xAlx04 
samples as a function offrequency at room temperature. 
Al ions occupy tetrahedral sites, causing migration of equal number of ions to the 
octahedral sites [46]. When Al is doped in the present system, it occupies an 
octahedral site, decreasing the Fe ion number responsible for polarization in the 
ferrite system. Hence, the value of dielectric constant decreases with increasing Al 
substitution in the studied system. 
Fig.3.14 shows the variation of real part of dielectric constant as a function of 
temperature and composition at selected frequencies, for four different compositions, x 
= 0.0, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5. It is seen that the dielectric constant shows an anomalous 
behaviour with temperature. 
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FigJ.13: Variation of real part of dielectric constant of NioJ^dojFe2.5x^1^)4 as a 
function of composition at room temperature. 
The dielectric constant initially increases with increasing temperature and reaches to 
maximxim and then decreases with further increase of temperature. The behaviour can 
be explained in the light of Rezlescu model [47], i.e., the contribution of the two types 
of charge carriers to the polarization, depend on temperature. The rising temperature is 
having a valuable influence on the electron exchange between the two Fe sites, i.e., 
Fe^" and Fe^  \ more than that of the displacement of ihcp-type carriers. The dielectric 
constant increases with temperature in the begiiming, but above a certain temperature 
limit the contribution fix)m p-type carriers also becomes prominent leading to a 
decrease in £', since the two contributi(His oppose each other. The presence of two 
types of charge carriers in Al doped NiFe204 have previously been reported in the 
literature [48] .The n-type charge transfer in ferrites is due to hopping of electrons 
between Fe and Fe ions according to: 
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Fig. 3.14: Variation of real part of dielectric constant ofNio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 samples 
as a function of temperature and composition at selected frequencies. 
Fe^^ + e ^ Fe^" 
while the p-type charges transfer exists between Ni ions according to: 
Ni^* + h ^ Ni^^ 
In the present samples both types of charge carriers take part in conduction process. 
3.2.3.2 Dielectric loss 
Loss tangent or loss factor tan5 represents the energy dissipation in a dielectric 
system. It is considered to be caused by domain wall resonance. At higher frequency 
the losses are found to be low since domain wall motion is inhibited and magnetization 
is forced to change rotation. The loss tangent (tan5) is proportional to the imaginary 
part of dielectric constant. 
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Fig.3.15: Variation tangent loss of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2 5-xAlx04 as a function of frequency at 
room temperature. 
The values of tan5 depend upon a number of factors such as stoichiometry, Fe 
content and structural homogeneity, which in turn depend upon the composition and 
sintering temperature of the samples [49-51]. Fig.3.15 shows the variation of dielectric 
loss tangent (tan5) as a function of frequency (f) at room temperature for various 
compositions. 
The dielectric loss decreases rapidly in low frequency region, while the rate of 
decrease is slow in high frequency region and the variation becomes almost frequency 
independent as the frequency increases to 5 MHz. Such a behaviour can be explained 
on the basis that in low frequency region, which corresponds to high resistivity (due to 
the grain boundary), more energy is required for electron exchange between Fe^^ and 
Fe ^ ions, as a result the loss is high. In high frequency region, this corresponds to 
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Fig.3.16: Variation tangent loss of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 as a function of temperature 
at selected frequencies. 
low resistivity (due to the grains), a small energy is required for electron transfer 
between the two Fe ions at the octahedral site 
Fig.3.16 shows the variation of dielectric loss factor as a function of 
temperature at selected frequencies, for four different compositions, x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.3 
and 0.5. It is seen that the dielectric loss increases with increasing temperature, which 
is expected as the temperature increases the resistivity of the samples decreases. 
3.2.3.3 ac conductivity 
The conduction mechanism in ferrites is quite different from that of 
semiconductors. In ferrites, the temperature dependence of mobility affects the 
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conductivity and the carrier concentration is almost unaffected by temperature 
variation. Unlike in semiconductors wherein the charge carriers occiq)y states in wide 
energy bands, the charge carriers in ferrites are localized by close-packed oxygen 
anions and as a first ^proximation can well be treated as isolated fijom each other. 
There will be little direct overlap of the anion charge clouds or orbitals. Alternatively, 
the electron associated with particular ion will largely remain isolated and hence a 
localized electron model is more appropriate in case of ferrites rather than the 
collective (band) model. This accounts basically insulating nature of these materials. 
These factors that differentiate the electrical behaviour of ferrites from that of 
semiconductors, led to hopping electron model [52, 53]. An ^preciable conductivity 
in these systems is found to be due to the presence of Fe with different valence states 
at crystallogr^hically equivalent lattice points [54]. Conduction is due to exchange of 
the 3d electrons, localized at metal ions, i.e., between Fe and Fe [55]. Assuming all 
the Fe^ * ions at B-sites to participate in the hopping transport, the mmiber of charge 
carriers n works out to be of the order of ICp/cm^. Since the mobility is very low, the 
conductivity is low, even though n is large. The conductivity of the as prepared ferrites 
has been explained on the basis of the hopping model. 
Fig. 3.17 shows the fi^uency dependence of ac conductivity (hiOac) in the 
fi^quency range 120Hz-5MHz, at room temperature for various compositions. All the 
samples show an increasing trend in ac conductivity as the fi^uency increases, which 
is a general behaviour of ferrites. However, as the fi«quency increases the conductivity 
becomes more and more fi«quency dependent. 
The increase in conductivity does not mean that the niraiber of charge carriers 
increases, but only rate of hopping of charge hopping between the charge carriers, Fe^ ^ 
and Fe * increases. The rate of hopping of charge is enhanced once the frequency of an 
applied field increases; resulting in an increase of conductivity and decrease in 
resistivity. In a hopping model, it is possible to distinguish different characteristic 
regions of fiiequency; at low fi^quencies where the conductivity is constant, the 
mechanism of transport of charge takes place via many paths. 
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Fig. 3.17: Variation ofac conductivity of Nio.2CdojFe2 5-xAlx04 samples with frequency 
at room temperature. 
The hopping mechanism becomes the sole contribution to conductivity process 
in the frequency regions where conductivity is strongly dependent on frequencies. At 
sufficiently high frequencies, the resistivity remains constant because of the fact that 
rate of hopping of charge frequency can no longer follow the frequency of an applied 
electrical field leading to the saturation point. 
Fig. 3.18 shows the correlation of ac conductivity with temperature (T) at 
selected frequencies. The dependence of electrical conductivity on the temperature is 
given by the relation: 
a = aoexp(-E/kT) .... (1) 
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where K is Boltzmann constant, ao the specific conductivity, E the activation energy 
required for hopping mechanism and T the absolute temperature. The conductivity is 
found to increase with temperature and grain size, which confirms the semiconductor 
behaviour of the studied ferrites, where a^, increases with increasing temperature. The 
dispersion in conductivity has been observed in low temperature region. In the 
dispersion region, the conductivity increases with increasing fi^quency. As the 
temperature increases, Oac becomes more temperature dependent over a wide range of 
fi«quency. The behaviour of InOac versus T* shows the electrical conductivity is 
thermally activated where slopes of the curves increase with increasing temperature. 
The increase of conductivity with temperature is associated with an enhancement in 
the drift mobility and hopping fi^quency of charge carriers with increasing 
temperature according to the relation: 
a = nen (2) 
where e is the electronic charge and fi the mobility of charge carriers and n the total 
nxjmber of charge carriers per unit volume, n = rig + rth, where «« represents the 
number of n-type and m represents the number ofp-type charge carriers, respectively. 
It is well known that the electron hopping between Fe^ * and Fe^ ^ ions and hole 
hopping between Ni^ "^  and Ni^ ^ ions at B-sites, with an activation energy ~0.45ev, are 
responsible for the electrical conduction and dielectric polarization in bulk NiFe204 
[56]. The values of activation energy obtained for the nanocrystalline Ni-Cd ferrites 
shown in table 33 , also suggest that the hopping mechanism is responsible for 
electrical conductivity in the studied samples. In such a hopping mechanism, the 
carrier mobility is temperature dependent, characterized by an activation energy, 
which corresponds to energy picture of the crystal lattice around site of electrons. 
In ferrites, electrons are localized and there is little overlap between the wave 
functions of ions at adjacent sites. Due to this reason, electrons and holes are not fi-ee 
to move through the lattice. However, due to the presence of lattice vibrations, the ions 
come close enough that the probability of electron transfer fi-om one ion to another 
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Fig. 3.18: Variation ofac conductivity of Nio,2Cdo.3Fe2.5.xAlx04 samples as a function 
of temperature at selected frequencies. 
Table 3.3: Activation energy values of NiojCdojFe2.5-xAlx04 (0 < x < 0.5) ferrite 
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increases- The distance between the cations m tetrahedral site (0.357nm) is larger than 
distance between cations in octahedral site (0.292nm) and also degree of covalency for 
A-site cations is less than that of B-site cations. Due to this difference in structure and 
degree of covalency, the mobility of holes between Ni^ * and Ni^ ^ at A-site is very 
small with higher activation energy than that at B-site [57]. The conductivity at A-site, 
due to holes is expected only at higher temperature compared with that of holes at B-
site. The increase in slope of Oac versus T* beyond 398K is attributed to the start of 
conduction due to holes at A-sites. It is reported in the literature that the number of Ni 
ions occupying A-sites increases with increasing temperature and with grain size 
reduction [58], the slope and hence the activation energy increases as the grain size 
decreases. It is seen that all samples show appreciable change in the slope of Oac versus 
T ' beyond 398K. The slope of former is higher than that of latter, which is attributed 
to the fact that number of Ni ions in the A-sites is higher for all the samples. The 
decrease in ac conductivity is attributed to the increase of grain boundary volume and 
associated impedance to the flow of charge carriers and also due to the decrease of 
grain size, which is attributed to the size effects [59,60]. The observed drastic changes 
in the conductivity of samples x = 0.3 and 0.4 are attributed to the fact that the size 
effects play an important role to decide the electromagnetic properties of ferrite 
nanoparticles. As the size of the samples decreases the resistivity increases due to the 
fact that samples with small grain consist of more number of grain boimdaries then 
grains. The grain boundaries are the regions of mismatch between the energy states of 
adjacent grains and hence act as barriers to the flow of electrons. Another advantage of 
the small grain size is that it helps in reducing Fe^* ions as oxygen moves faster in the 
small regions, thus keeping ions in Fe^ ^ state [61]. Due to these size effects the 
conductivity of the samples x = 0.3 and 0.4 is small. Moreover, it can be seen that the 
value of activation energy for x = 0.2 has been found to be 0.3 leV, which indicates 
that below x = 0.2 the conduction process is due to holes, i.e., ferrites formed are p-
type semiconductors [62], as a result, the value of activation energy are also found to 
increase on the basis of Verwey conduction mechanism [63]. The scattering due to 
grain boimdary dominates in addition to electrical resistivity and the temperature 
coefficients of materials are increased if the size of the crystallite is smaller than the 
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electron mean free path. Not only this, the electrical resistivity is also very sensitive to 
the vacancies and dislocations in solids. Due to the size reduction of the crystallite, the 
change in cationic distribution may also contribute to the decrease in conductivity in 
studied samples. 
It is reported in the literature that bulk NiFe204 is inverse spinel, while 
nanocrystaline NiFe204 is mixed spinel in structure, when the grain sizes reduces to 
few nanometers. Also, Cd ions occupy tetrahedral site in ferrites [57, 64]. The present 
samples as a whole form mixed spinel structure. In a mixed spinel structure, some of 
the Ni ions occupy A-sites, pushing an equal number of Fe ions to migrate from A-
sites to B-sites. Since, the hopping frequency of holes between Ni •-^  Ni at A-sites 
is smaller than B-sites, the conductivity should decrease with grain size reduction as 
the nimiber of Ni ions occupying A-sites have been reported to increase with the 
decrease in grain size. 
The Oac decreases with increasing Al content in the present samples. The 
phenomena can be explained on the basis that Al ions occupy octahedral sites in mixed 
Ni-Cd ferrite, depleting the Fe niraiber present at the octahedral site. The doping of Al 
ions decreases the Fe number as well as isolate them degree enough that the doping 
results decrease in probability of charge hoping in the following mechanism: 
Ni^ "" + Fe^ ^ ^  Ni^ ^+ Fe^ "", Fe^ ^ ^  Fe^ ^ +6" 
It is, therefore, concluded that the composition x = 0.0, has the maximum 
number of Fe^ "^  and Fe^ "^  ions and the electron exchange between them gives the 
maximum value of ac conductivity. 
3.23.4 Impedance spectroscopy 
The Impedance spectroscopy helps in separation of grain and grain boimdary 
resistance because each of them has different relaxation times, resulting in separate 
semicircles in complex impedance plane. The spectrum reveals relatively large grain 
boundary contribution to the total resistivity because close to grain boundaries, the 
transport properties of materials are controlled by imperfections, expected to be 
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present in higher concentration than in grains, leading to an additional contribution to 
the intei^rain (grain boundary) impedance. The internal space charge created at the 
grain boundaries may lead to a significant increase in concentration of mobile effects 
[65,66]. 
The various impedance parameters calculated have been tabulated in table 3.4. 
The resistive pait (Z ) is plotted against the reactive part (Z ") to distinguish between 
the grain and grain boundary contributions for all compositions at room temperature 
shown in Fig. 19. It is seen that the complex impedance shows only one semicircle up 
to the composition x = 0.4 for Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 ferrites. No complete semicircle 
has been observed for the compositions x = 0.5, which shows the grain boundary 
impedance is out of fiequency range of our instrument (120Hz-5MHz). The grain and 
grain boimdary parameters like resistance and capacitance were obtained by analyzing 
the impedance data using the nonlinear least square fitting (NLLS) fitting routine 
using Z-view and Z-plot program. Fig. 3.20 shows the fitted complex impedance plot 
for Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2Alo.5O4 sample as a fimction of fi«quency at room temperature. 
The results suggest that the grain boundary volume in nanoparticles of mixed 
Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 ferrites is high because of small grain sizes and hence 
conduction takes place predominantiy through grain boundary and, as a result, a single 
semicircle is obtained in the impedance plot up to x = 0.4. In case of sample x = 0.5, 
the grain boundary volume is believed to be too high as compared to the grain voliraie, 
which shows that complex impedance plot for this composition is out of measurement 
range. Hence, no complete semicircle is obtained for this composition. Also, this may 
be due to the presence of some additional time constant, which spears outside the 
measured fi«quency range. Popndian et al. [67] have published similar results for 
nanocrystalline Ni ferrite. For samples x = 0.0 and 0.1 even though the grain boundary 
volume fi^action is small, the occurrence of single semicircle in the impedance plot 
suggests that the grain and grain boundary have equal resistances [68-71]. The overall 
sample response can be represented by an equivalent circuit based on impedance data 
circuit where the resistance R is in parallel with an additional element that defines the 
capacitive response of the sample [72-74]. Fig. 3.21 shows the proposed circuit for the 
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analysis of complex impedance spectroscopy data of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.3Alo.2O4 ferrite 
nanoparticles. The data of the table 3.4 suggests that the c^acitance of the grain 
boundary decreases while the resistance of the grain boundary increases with 
increasing Al^ ^ content, which is in good agreement with our dielectric constant and ac 
conductivity data. The increasing value of grain boundary resistance can be due to the 
decrease in Fe number, increase in surface to volume ratio, porosity, and disordered 
atomic arrangement near the grain boundary. 
Fig. 3.22 shows the Cole-Cole plots of various compositions at 473 K. The 
various electrical parameters calculated from the complex impedance plots for the 
different compositions at 473 K are listed in table 3.5. It is observed that the grain 
boundary resistance decreases with increasing temperature while the capacitance 
values of grain boundaries are found to increase with increasing temperature, which 
means the polarizability as well as rate of hopping increases with increasing 
temperature. The increase in temperature increases thermal vibrations of the system 
and therefore, increases the mobility of the charges. The increasing temperature also 
librates the charges trapped from the deep tr£q)s within the grain interiors or in the 
depletion layers adjoining the grain boundaries as a result, overall resistance of the 
grain boundaries decreases. For all the samples the aq)acitance of the grain boundary 
Cgb is larger than that of the grain Cg (not resolved), which is explained on the basis 
that the c£q)acitances are inversely proportional to the thickness of the media. The 
values of grain boundary resistances are foimd to be larger than grain resistance and in 
addition, the semicircle arcs are also found to be distorted at higher temperature, which 
is attributed to the fact that the atomic arrangement at the grain boundary is disordered, 
hence enhancement in the electron scattering process occurs. The higher value of grain 
boundary impedance can be because of the fact that the Fe^ ^ ion species decrease in 
the region [75]. 
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Z(xltfK.O) 
Fig3.19: Complex impedance plot of Nio.2Cdo.}Fe2.5.xAlx04ferrite nanoparticles as a 
Junction of frequency at room temperature. 
Table 3.4: Impedance parameters obtained experimentally for nanoparticles of 
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Fig3.20: Complex impedance plot of Nio//2do.3Fe204 sample as a function of 
frequency at room temperature, using fitting by non-linear least square fitting using Z-
view and Z-plot program. 
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Fig. 3J1: Proposed circuit for the analysis of complex impedance spectroscopy data 
ofNioJZdo.3Fe2.3Alo.2O4 samples. 
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Fig3.22: Complex impedance plot of Nio.^do.3Fe2.5.xAl/)4ferrite nanoparticles as a 
function of frequency at 473 K. 
Table 3.5: Impedance parameters obtained experimentally for nanoparticles of 
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3.2.4 Magnetic properties 
3.2.4.1 dc magnetization versus temperature 
In order to see the influence of non-magnetic (Al^^ ion substitution on the 
ferrimagnetic transition temperature, magnetization measurements as a function of 
temperature and composition in an applied of 500 Oe were carried out. Fig. 3.23 
shows the variation of magnetization M as a function of temperature T (20 K-320 K) 
recorded in zero field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (PC) modes. In the ZFC mode 
the sample was cooled in Zero field from 320 to 20 K and after stabilization of the 
temperature, a measuring field of 500 Oe was applied. The data were then receded 
while warming up the sample. In the FC mode the powder sample was cooled from 
320 to 20 K in the presence of magnetic field of 500 Oe and then measurements were 
carried out while warming up under the same field. The results are summarized in 
following statements: 
L The bifurcation of ZFC and FC curves at a certain temperature (denoted as Tjifr 
in our case) is one of the characteristic features of a superparamagnetic (SPM) 
system as seen in Fig. 3.22. The sharp peak in the ZFC curve at TB (blocking 
temperature) is an evidence of a narrow energy barrier distribution, or 
equivalently, a narrow TB distribution [76]. This indicates that the magnetic 
moment of each particle is blocked along its easy magnetization axis at a 
temperature TB, which depends upon the particle volume, anisotropy and 
orientation. In any nanoparticle system, there is always a distribution of 
particle \olmnef(V) and hence each particle is blocked at different TB, vv4iich 
is not influenced by easy magnetization axis in the presence of a low field. The 
maxima of ZFC curve are located at Tjj = 98 K for the composition x = 0.0. 
u. Looking fiwm the high temperature side, FC and ZFC curves show no 
bifurcation. The ZFC and FC both curves decrease above TB. This decrease in 
ZFC is also observed above Tmem, as we approach superparamagnetic regime. 
The ZFC magnetization markedly decreases below 7B while FC magnetization 
continues to increase below T^g. The constant increase of the FC branch shows 
the nanoparticles of the studied samples are non-interacting particles [77]. 
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m. Generally, the value of FC magnetization is more than the ZFC magnetization 
as earlier reported by many groups. The reason behind bifurcation of ZFC & 
FC curve is competition between thermal energy and magnetic exchange 
energy causing disordemess of spins in ZFC resulting less magnetic moment 
than FC, vdiereas an additional external m^netic field siq i^resses tiie tfaomal 
energy and the same behaviour has been found in the present study of 
nanoparticles. 
iv. Above TB, the ZFC and FC curves coincide due to the fact that all nanoparticles 
are at the same superparama^etic state. As one comes fix)m hi^er 
temperature side, the ZFC and FC curves remain almost superimposed till the 
peak at Taff ~ 118 K is reached. This shows that the present samples have small 
spin disorder [78,79]. 
V. The value of 7B decreases with the Al content in the whole series of samples. 
Many different factors influence the TB value in a nanoparticle system, 
including structure and microstructure-induced magnetic anisotropy, 
interparticle interactions (dipole-dipole or exchange coupling) and ^plied 
field. In the present case we consider the decrease in the strain-induced 
anisotropy as the reason behind the decrease in TB with doping. 
From the TEM microgr^h, in the first {^proximation, it can be concluded that 
particles of all the samples are spherical. Also, analysis based on FE-SEM showed that 
the studied samples were composed of nearly spherically shaped crystallites. Hence 
the shape anisotropy can be neglected. The presence of microstrain in the crystallites 
(see Fig.3.9), suggests that the strain-induced anisotropy should be taken into 
consideration. As we found in [80], the x-rc^ line broadening due to the strain effect is 
significantly anisotropic. The anisotropy of x-ray line broadening is significantly lower 
in doped samples than in pure sample. As is known firom the literature [77], the next 
factor that could influence the anisotropy energy, is the particle size; a lai^er particle 
induces larger anisotropy energy and a higher blocking temperature. Therefore, a 
lower value of 7B in the present studied samples may be a consequence of decreasing 
crystallites sizes. 
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Fig.3.23: Zero Field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) curves of Nio.2CdojFe2.5. 
xAlx04ferrite nanoparticles in an external field ofH=500Oe. 
3.2.4.2 ac susceptibility 
In order to get better insight about the nature of the interparticle interactions, 
temperature dependent ac susceptibility measurements for various compositions were 
measured in an ac field of 1 Oe at a frequency of 131Hz. Fig. 3.24 (a) and (b) show the 
real and imaginary part of the ac susceptibility ix') measured as a function of 
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350 
T(K) 
Fig.3.24 (a): Temperature and compositional dependence of x' of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-
xAlx04ferrite nanoparticles in an external field ofH=10e at frequency of 131 Hz. 
temperature (T), for different compositions. Data were taken during the warming of 
sample from the lower temperature. It is seen that all the compositions exhibit broad 
peaks both in Of') and (x") indicated by arrows in both the figures (see Fig. 3.23 (a) 
and (b)). This is a characteristic [81] of small magnetic particles due to the blocking of 
the individual particle moments along their respective anisotropy directions at a 
characteristic temperatiire, labeled as the blocking temperature TB. This temperature, 
TB, where the anisotropy energy KV for a particle of anisotropy constant K and size V 
becomes large compared to the thermal energy (KBT) results [81] in a very large 
relaxation time for the particles, making it appear effectively blocked. For a large size 
particle, this obviously implies a large blocking temperature. Consistent with this 
expectation the blocking temperature for our particles is seen to decrease from 272.2 K 
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Fig.3.24 (b): Temperature and compositional dependence of x" of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-
xAlx04ferrite nanoparticles in an external field ofH=10e at frequency of 131 Hz. 
to 137.3 K with the decrease of particle size as shown in of Fig. 3.24(a). Furthermore, 
the peak in susceptibiHty measurements becomes broader with the progressive Al 
substitution or reduction in size. Typically, the sharpness of the blocking peak is 
reflection of the uniqueness of the relaxation time and the increasing broadness 
suggests the presence of a broader distribution of relaxation time with decreasing 
particle size [82]. Both blocking temperature as well as sharpness of peaks decreases 
with increasing substitution of non-magnetic Al^ * ions. The difference in the blocking 
temperature in (x') and (x") may be due to the presence of non-collinear phase. 
3.2.4.3 Isothermal hysteresis 
Fig. 3.25(a) and (b) show the variation of magnetization of the samples x = 0.0, 
0.1 and 0.3 at 20 K and 300 K, respectively. The obtained M-H curves are 
characterized by non-saturation of magnetization up to H = 10 kOe. The saturation 
magnetization Ms decreases with progressive Al doping in the investigated samples. 
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Fig.3.25 (a): Hysteresis loops of the investigated samples measured at 20 K of 
Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2,5-xA.lx04ferrite nanoparticles. 
All the samples show hysteresis at 20 K. Table 3.6 gives the value of saturation 
magnetization, remanent magnetization and coercivity of the sol-gel synthesized 
ferrite nanoparticles with different grain sizes. The observed behaviour of lower 
saturation magnetization can be explained on the basis of core-shell model [83]. In a 
core-shell model of nanophase materials, the spin structure can be divided into two 
parts, the spin belonging to the core of the particle and the surface-spin structure. Both 
play an important role in order to decide the magnetic properties of the system, but the 
role of surface-spin structure becomes more important as the size is reduced. While the 
core-spin structure is ordered and is the major deciding factor for the saturation value 
of magnetization, the highly disordered surface-spin structure plays an important role 
in deciding how the saturation is approached. In the present case, we observe very 
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Fig.3.25 (b): Hysteresis loops of the investigated samples measured at 300 K of 
Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.s-xAlx04ferrite nanoparticles. 
slow approach to saturation magnetization showing the disordered spin configuration 
existing at the surface of the magnetic nanoparticles [84]. 
However, the lower saturation magnetization and its decrease with the particle 
size may be because of the fact that in ultrafme particles, surface to volume ratio 
becomes so large that the surface becomes predominant in the determination of 
characteristics. Thus, in our system the small grained magnetic particles possesses 
lower saturation magnetization and it decreases with decreasing grain size. In the as 
prepared samples, the low magnetization values are accounted for the higher amount 
of non-collinear surface spins that are present in the surface of ultrafme particles. As 
the grain size increases this contribution becomes less and thus the magnetization 
value reaches the theoretical limit as per Neel's two sublattice model [85]. 
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The table 3.6 shows the variation of coercivity with average grain size of the as 
prepared nanoparticles, at 20 K. It is evident fix)m the data (see table) that as the grain 
size decreases the value of coercivity decreases and becomes zero at 300 K. This 
variation of He with grain size can be explained on the basis of domain structure, 
critical diameter and the anisotropy of the crystal [86-88]. Crystallites will 
spontaneously breakup into a nximber of domains in order to reduce the large 
magnetization energy it would have if it was a single domain. The ratio of the energies 
before and after division into domains varies as VD, v^^ere 'D' is the particle diameter. 
Thus as particle diameter decreases, the deduction in energy becomes smaller and this 
suggests that for a very small 'D' the crystallite prefers to remain in the single domain. 
In the single domain region, as the grain size decreases, the coercivity 
decreases because of thermal effects. The coercivity He in the single domain region is 
expressed as: 
Hc = g-^2 - - - ( 4 ) 
where 'g' and 'h' are constants. 
In the multi-domain region the variation of coercivity with grain size can be expressed 
as [87]: 
Hc = a+^ - (5) 
^^ diere 'a' and 'b' are constants. Hence, in the muMdomain region Ae coacivity 
decreases as the particle diameter increases. For magnetic nanoparticles having zero 
interactiQa betwera than, the coociivity He is given by [89]: 
ffc=Hco(l-^)^ - - (6) 
where Hco is the coercivity at T = 0 K, T the tonpexatuie of measurement and TB the 
critical blocking temperature below which hysteresis spears and superparamagnetism 
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Fig.3.26 (a): Hysteresis loops of the investigated samples measured at selected 
temperatures ofNio.2Cdo.3Fe2.504ferrite nanoparticles. 
Table 3.6: Magnetization parameters of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.s.AlxQ4 ferrite nanoparticles 
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Fig.3.26 (b): Hysteresis loops of the investigated samples measured at selected 
temperatures ofNio.2Cdo.3Fe2.4Alo.i04ferrite nanoparticles. 
disappears and this explains the decreasing behaviour of coercivity of as prepared 
nanoparticles of Nio2Cdo.3Fe2.5.xAlx04 as temperature increases as shown in Fig. 3.26 
(a)-(c). It can be seen that up to 10 kOe, the magnetization does not saturate and the 
saturation magnetization decreases with increasing temperature. The nanoparticles of 
Nio.2Cdo,3Fe2.5-xAlx04 ferrites show no hysteresis at 300 K. The ferrimagnetic ordering 
is distorted with increasing temperature, as a result, the ferrite nanoparticles exhibit 
superparamagnetism at 300 K as the values of coercivity (He) and remanent 
magnetization (Mr) are all zero. 
The saturation magnetization decreases linearly with the progressive 
substitution of Al^ * ions. The arrangement between A-A and B-B sites are parallel, 
arrangement of while the arrangement between A-B sites is antiparallel to give an 
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Fig. 3.26 (c): Hysteresis loops of the investigated samples measured at selected 
temperatures ofNio.2Cdo.3Fe2.3Alo204ferrite nanoparticles. 
ordering ferrimagnetism. The Al^ "^  ions doped occupy octahedral site in the ferrite 
system as discussed in dielectric measurements. The main contribution of magnetic 
properties comes from Fe^* ions on B-sites of ferrospinel. The doping of non-magnetic 
Al^* ions decreases the superexchange interactions (A-O-B interaction) interaction 
greatly due to dilution of B-sublattice, as a result, decreases the saturation 
magnetization of NioaCdo3Fe2 5-xAlx04 ferrite nanoparticles. Also, the effect of size 
and surface effects may be the main reasons for the significant decrease in Ms values. 
3.2.5 Mossbauer spectroscopy 
Mossbauer spectra of the nanoparticle samples were recorded at room 
temperature (300K) using the Canberra Series 30 Multichannel Analyzer and 25 mCi 
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Co^ ^ source. The calibration of the spectrometer was done using standard natural iron 
absorber. The experimental data were analyzed by using NORMOS program. Fig. 3.27 
shows the room temperature Mossbauer spectra for all compositions. From the 
analysis of the data it is seen that all the samples show a single paramagnetic doublet. 
The samples x = 0.0 (8rmi) and 0.2 (5nm) are superparamagneticaly relaxed and the 
relaxation in these samples decreases while intensity of the paramagnetic doublet 
increases with decreasing particle size or Al^ ^ doping, which may be due to the 
interaction of the electric field gradient (EFG) with the quadrupole moment of Fe" 
nucleus and the reduction of interaction between Fe ions due to dilution of B sublattice 
by Al"'^  ions. The analysis of the Mossbauer data shows that this quadrupole splitting 
increases with the further doping of Al ions, which indicates that the interaction of the 
EFG with the quadrupole moment of Fe^ ^ nucleus increases. In other words, the 
interaction of EFG with the quadrupole moment of Fe'^ is enhanced and the hyperfme 
interaction goes zero with the reduction in grain size [90]. The quadrupole doublet 
pattern clearly shows that all grains show superparamagnetism. The results obtained 
are consistent with the results of the Vibrational Sample Magnetometer and are in well 
agreement with those reported earlier in the literature [91-93]. The presence of 
paramagnetic doublet may be attributed to the small particle size. The Mossbauer 
parameters obtained after fitting the data have been tabulated in table 3.7. From the 
table, it can be seen that the isomer shift values of A-sites are less than those of B-
sites. This conclusion has been proven by many authors [94-96]. The values of ^E 
indicate the degree of deviation fi-om cubic symmetrical structure. The absolute values 
of A£ increases with the decreasing particle size, and the asymmetrical electric fields 
surrounding the Mossbauer nucleus will be strengthened [90]. As the particle sizes are 
small, the crystallization will be incomplete. The decrease in hyperfine field with the 
doping may be also explained on the basis that Ap^ ions prefer to occupy the B-site. 
The introduction of some non-magnetic Al ions decreases the Fe number at the B-site. 
This in turn, weakens the intersublattice (AB) interactions between Fe ions with the 
increasing concentration of Al ions. 
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Fig3.27: RT Mossbauer spectra of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.3Alo.2O4 ferrite nanoparticles for 
different compositions. 
Table 3.7; Mossbauer parameter of the Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5.xAlxP4 ferrite nanoparticles. 
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33 Conclusion 
In summary, we have successfully synthesized single phase polycrystalline 
cubic spinel nanoparticles of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 ferrite, with an average particle 
size of 8-2nm through simple sol-gel process. The effect of non-magnetic Al ^ ion 
in Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 was studied by means of structural, microstructural, 
electrical and magnetic properties. The following observations have been made on 
the basis of several experiments performed on the as prepared nanoparticles of 
Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 ferrites. 
(i) The XRD analysis of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 confirmed that all the samples exhibit 
single-phase cubic spinel structure with Fd3m space group and exclude presence of 
any secondary phase, with an average crystallite size between 8nm-2nm. The 
decrease in the lattice constant is due to the difference ionic radii of the Al ^ ion 
and Fe^ * ion. 
(ii) The FE-SEM measurements show the nanoparticles of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 are 
spherical in shape. 
(ui)The FE-TEM measurements confirm the as obtained nanoparticles are spherical in 
shape and lie in the range 2-8nm. 
(iv)The FT-IR measurements show the presence of two vibrational bands at 579cm"' 
and 420cm'* corresponding to tetrahedral and octahedral sites. The tetrahedral and 
octahedral band sites are found to shifl with the doping of Al, which are explained 
on the basis of stretching of Fe^*-0^" bonds due to occupation of octahedral sites 
by Al ions. 
(v) The dielectric constant (real and imaginary part) and loss tangent both show 
normal behaviour with respect to frequency at room temperature. Dielectric 
constant reflects an anomalous behaviour with temperature at selected frequencies 
for the studied nanoparticles. The dispersion in the dielectric properties have been 
explained in the light of electron hopping mechanism and space charge 
polarization discussed by Maxwell-Wagner two layer model and Koops 
phenomenological theory. 
(vi)The ac conductivity has been found to increase with increasing frequency and it 
increases with increasing temperature. The ac conductivity has been discussed in 
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the light of charge hopping model. The values of the activation energy obtained 
also show that the hopping of electrons between Fe^ ^ and Fe^ * and hole hoppmg 
between Ni^ ^ and Ni^ ^ are responsible for the conduction mechanism in the 
polycrystalline Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 ferrite nanoparticles. 
(vii) The complex impedance spectra show only one semicircle corresponding to the 
grain boundary resistance up to 40% of Al doping, suggesting that contribution to 
the conductivity is solely by grain boimdary voliraie and the contribution by the 
grain is not well resolved. The resistance of the grain boimdary is foimd to 
decrease while the capacitance of the grain boundary is found to increase with 
increasing temperature. 
(viii) The ZFC and FC magnetization show the distribution of blocking temperature 
due to the grain size distribution. The blocking temperature is found to decrease 
with the decreasing size of the nanoparticles as well as with the doping of Al^ ^ ions 
in the studied samples. The superimposed ZFC and FC curves show the 
nanoparticles of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5.xAlx04 ferrites exhibit superparamagnetic 
behaviour. 
(ix)The ac susceptibility measurements also show the distribution of the blocking 
temperature due to the size distribution. The difference in the blocking temperature 
in / and /' show the presence of non-coUinear effect. 
(x) The isothermal dc magnetization curves show the samples show hysteresis at 20 K 
vMle no hysteresis is present when measurements were taken at room temperature. 
It is also see that the saturation magnetization, remanent magnetization is found to 
decrease with decreasing size of the particle or with the progressive substitution of 
Al ions, which is attributed to the dilution of B-sublattice due to non-magnetic 
Al ^ ions. The saturation magnetization is found to decrease with increasing 
temperature which shows the paramagnetism increases in the samples with 
inoeasing temperature. 
(xi)The MSssbauer spectroscopy results confirm that all the studied nanoparticles 
exhibit superparamagnetism. The samples show presence of paramagnetic doublet 
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due to quadrupoie interaction. The intensity of the paramagnetic doublet increases 
with increasing concentration of Al^ ^ ions or with decreasing particle size. 
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Chapter 4 
Structural, Electrical Transport And Magnetic Studies of 
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4.1 Introduction 
Polycrystalline spinel ferrites are widely used in many electronic devices. 
These are preferred because of their high electrical resistivity, chemical stability, 
mechanical hardness and reasonable cost [1]. The use of ferrites for certain 
applications depends on transport properties, which in turn, are sensitive to the 
preparation conditions, as well as, on the type and amount of substitution. Dielectric 
behaviour is one of the most important properties of ferrites, which depends on the 
preparation conditions [2]. The influence of temperature and composition on the 
electrical properties of ferrites offers much valuable information on the behaviour of 
the locahzed electric charge carriers, which provides good explanation and 
understanding of the mechanism of the electric conduction in ferrites [3]. 
Transition metal oxides (MFe204) are magnetic materials with cubic spinel 
structure which have been extensively used in various technological applications in 
the past decades. Cobalt ferrite has the spinel structure of magnetite; Fe304, with Fe^ ^ 
ions distributed among tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites. Oxidation of 
magnetite produces vacancies, which may be on either the A- or B-sites, although B-
site is more common [4]. For cobalt substitution it was found that B-site is 
preferentially occupied by Co ions [5]. Cobalt ferrite is ferrimagnetic and of industrial 
importance for recording tapes. Mossbauer effect and magnetization measurements of 
cobalt ferrite particles have shown that the magnetic properties depend on how they 
were prepared [6-8]. 
Number of investigators has previously studied the Cd substituted spinel 
oxides. Electrical properties, such as electrical conductivity and thermoelectric power 
of Cd substituted Ni ferrites were investigated at room temperature by Ravinder et al. 
[9]. The effect of Cd^ * ion substitution on the dielectric properties of Li-Ni ferrites 
prepared by the conventional double sintering ceramic method have been studied by 
Kharabe et al. [10]. Gabal et al. reported that Cu-Cd ferrites prepared by solid state 
reaction method show decrease in the activation energy except for the sample jc = 0.5, 
which has been considered as critical concentration. 
This chapter presents the detailed study of the modifications induced by Cd^ "^  in 
Structural, electrical and magnetic properties of Coo.5Fe2.5.x04 ferrites as a fixnction of 
frequency, temperature and composition using XRD, dielectric, impedance 
spectroscopy and Mossbauer spectroscopy techniques. 
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4.2 Results and discussion 
4.2.1 Structural Properties 
4.2.1.1 X-Ray Diffraction 
Fig. 4.1 shows the X-ray diffraction pattern of Coo.5Cd;tFe2.5-x04 (0 < x < 0.5) 
ferrite samples. The XRD data analyzed using Powder-X software shows that all the 
compositions exhibit single-phase cubic spinel structure. The intensities of the (220) 
and (422) planes are more sensitive to the cation distribution on tetrahedral sites, 
while the intensity of (222) planes is very sensitive to the cations on octahedral sites 
[11]. Table 4.1presents the intensity ratios of/220//222 and UiT/hii as a function of Cd 
content. It has been found that these ratios increase as x is increased, which is 
explained on the basis that the electronic configuration of Cd ions has a special 
preference for tetrahedral coordination. The variation of lattice parameter 'a ' as a 
function of composition determined from the fitting of XRD data, using powder-X 
software is presented in Fig. 4.2. It has been found that with the doping of Cd ions 
the lattice parameter increases from 8.36 to 8.41 °A, which is explained on the basis of 
2+ 3+ 
lomc radu. Since, ionic radius of Cd (0.97°A) ion is greater than that of Fe 
(0.64°A) ion, as a result, the volume of the unit cell increases. The variation of X-ray 
density (theoretical density) and apparent density (experimental density) as function 
of Cd concentration is shown in Fig. 4.3. The theoretical and experimental densities 
have been calculated using the relations: 
Dn.=^s ---(4.1) 
m ^ N o ^ - - ( 4 . 2 ) 
where M is molecular weight of the sample, N the Avogadro's number, a the lattice 
parameter and 8 represents the number of molecules per unit cell, while m, V, r and h 
represent the mass, volume, radius and the thickness of the samples, respectively. 
From Fig. 4.3, it can be seen that the X-ray density increases with Cd substitution, 
which may be due to the fact that the density and atomic weight of Cd are 8.65 
gm/cm and 112.4, respectively, which are greater than that of Fe ions (7.87 gm/cm\ 
58.93). The apparent densities of the samples show the same general behaviour like 
that of theoretical density. The higher value of X-ray density than that of the apparent 
density is due to the existence of pores that depend on the sintering condition [12]. 
The percentage porosity has been calculated using the relation [12]: 
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^ Dhkl 
(4.3) 
Fig. 4.4 depicts the variation of porosity versus Cd composition. It is seen that if the 
porosity is high then the density becomes low. The porosity values of all the 
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Fig. 4.1: X-ray powder diffraction pattern of Coo.5CdxFe2.5.x04 (0<x< 0.5) samples. 
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Fig. 4.2: Variation of lattice parameter with composition of Coo.sCdxFe2.5-x04 (0 <x< 
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Fig. 4.3: Variation of X-ray and apparent density with composition of Coo.sCdxFe^.s. 
x04 (0 <x<0.5) samples at room temperature. 
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Fig. 4.4: Variation of porosity with composition of Coo.5CdxFe2.s.x04 (0 < x < 0.5) 
samples at room temperature. 
Table 4.1: Variation of Intensity ratio hic/hii and 1422/1222 as a function ofCd content 
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4.2.2 Electrical properties 
4.2.2.1 Dielectric properties 
The dielectric properties can vary widely in solids as a function of 
temperature, frequency of applied electric field, humidity, crystal structure etc. 
Figs.4.5 and 4.6 show the effect of firequency on the real (s' ) and imaginary (s") part 
of dielectric constant at different temperatures. It is evident that all the samples show 
normal dielectric behaviour for both e' ande' where dielectric constant {e' andf') 
decreases with increasing frequency. Both e' and e' show dispersion with frequency 
at selected temperatures. In low frequency region, the value of dielectric constant is 
very high and it increases with increasing temperature, while in high frequency 
region, tiie value of e' and e' decreases by very small value and becomes 
approximately frequency independent. Dielectric dispersion in ferrites can be 
interpreted on the basis of space charge polarization. According to the Maxwell-
Wagner's two-layer model [13, 14] and Koops phenomenological theory of dielectric 
polarization [15], a dielectric structure is supposed to be made up of two layers, fairly 
well conducting (grains) separated by a thin layer (grain boundaries). The grain 
boundaries are relatively poor conducting as compared to the grains. The former are 
found to be more effective at lower frequencies while the latter are more effective at 
higher frequencies. The polarization in ferrites is through a mechanism similar to the 
conduction process by electron exchange between Fe^ "^  and Fe^ .^ The local 
displacement of electrons in the direction of an applied field occurs and these 
electrons determine the polarization. The polarization decreases with increasing 
frequency and then reaches a constant value due to the fact that beyond a certain 
frequency limit, the electron exchange between Fe^ ^ and Fe^ "^  cannot follow the 
changes of an alternating field. The large value of dielectric constant at lower 
frequencies is due to the predominance of species like Fe^ "^  ions, oxygen vacancies, 
grain boundary defects, etc. [15], while the decrease in dielectric constant with 
frequency is natural because of the fact that any specie contributing to polarization is 
found to be lagging behind an appHed field at higher frequencies [16]. 
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Fig. 4.5: Variation of real part of dielectric constant with frequency of Coo.sCdxFeis 
XOA (0<X<0.5) samples at selected temperature. 
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Fig. 4.6: Variation of imaginary part of dielectric constant as a function of frequency 
of Coo.5CdxFe2,5.x04 (0 <x<0.5) samples at selected temperature. 
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4.2.2.2 Dielectric loss (tan5) 
Loss tangent or loss factor tan5 represents the energy dissipation in a dielectric 
material. It exists due to the domain wall resonance. At higher frequencies, the losses 
are found to be low; since, domain wall motion is inhibited and magnetization is 
forced to change rotation. From eq.5, it can be seen that loss tangent (tan6) is always 
proportional to the imaginary part of dielectric constant. 
Fig.4.7 shows the variation of loss tangent tan^ with frequency at selected 
temperatures. It has been found that the dielectric loss decreases with frequency for 
the samples x = 0.0, 0.1, 0.4 and 0.5. The curves of tan^ for the samples x = 0.2 and 
0.3, show relaxation peaks at higher frequencies (Debye relaxation process). The inset 
of Fig. 4.7 for compositions x = 0.2 and 0.3, shows the occurrence of relaxation peaks 
in the frequency range 3.8KHz-5MHz. The peaks are foimd to shift to higher 
frequency region as the temperature increases. It has been found that height of the 
peak for the sample x = 0.2, is higher than that of the sample x = 0.3. The relaxation 
peaks appear when jumping frequency of localized electron is approximately equal to 
that of an externally appHed electric field. In this case: 
COT = 1 (4.4) 
where 'r' is the relaxation time of hopping process, and 'to' the angular frequency of 
the external field (a? = 27f^^). The relaxation time r is inversely proportional to the 
jumping probability per unit time, P, [17]: 
r = — (4.5) 
2P 
From eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), it is clear thaty^ is proportional to P. The shifting of the 
peak in tan S towards high frequency region with increasing temperature, indicates 
that the jimiping probability per unit time 'P' increases with increasing temperature. 
On the other hand, the shift of these peaks towards higher frequency region indicates 
that the rate of charge hopping increases with increasing temperature. The absence of 
these peaks for the samples x = 0.0, 0.1, 0.4 and 0.5, may be attributed to the increase 
of resistivity of samples, arising due to the reduction in available ferrous ions for 
conduction process or may be due to their shift to higher frequencies out of the 
studied frequency range. 
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Fig. 4.7: Variation of dielectric loss with frequency of Coo.5CdxFe2.5-x04 ferrites at 
room temperature. 
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Fig. 4.8: Variation of real dielectric constant with temperature of Coo.5CdxFe2.5-
x04 (0<x<0.5) samples at selected frequencies for all samples. 
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Fig. 4.9: Variation of complex dielectric constant with temperature of CoosCdxFe2s-
x04 (0 <x<0.5) samples at selected temperature. 
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Fig. 4.10: Variation of dielectric loss with temperature of Coo.5CdxFe2.5-x04 (0 <x < 
0.5) samples at selected frequencies. 
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4.2.2.3 Temperature dependence of e',E" and tanS 
The temperature dependence of the dielectric constant (e', e") and loss tangent 
at selected frequencies are represented in Fig's. 4.8-10. In general, it has been found 
that £', e" and tan5 increases as the temperature increases, which shows the 
semiconductor behaviour of the samples. The dispersion phenomenon of e ' , s' and 
tan J is weak in low temperature region. When the temperature is increased, all the 
parameters show sharp increase in low frequency region, while slow in high 
frequency region. The observed behaviour can be explained on the basis that at 
relatively low temperatures, the charge carriers in most of the cases cannot orient 
themselves with respect to an appUed field; therefore, they contribute less to the 
polarization and hence to the dielectric behaviour. As the temperature increases, the 
bound charge carriers get enough excitation (thermal energy) to be able to obey the 
changes of an externally applied field more easily. This in turn, enhances their 
contribution to the polarization and hence to the dielectric behaviour. 
4.2.2.4 ac conductivity 
The electrical conductivity in ferrite is mainly due to hopping of electrons 
between ions of the same element present in more than one valence state, distributed 
randomly over crystallographic equivalent lattice sites. Ferrites have cubic close 
packed oxygen lattice with the cations at the octahedral (B) and tetrahedral (A) sites. 
The bond length between two metal ions at B-sites is smaller than at A-sites; 
therefore, the hopping between A- and B-sites has very small probability compared to 
that at B-sites. The hopping between A-A sites does not exist due to the fact that there 
are only Fe^^ ions at A-sites and any Fe^* ions formed during sintering process 
preferentially occupy B-sites only [18]. The charges migrate under the influence of an 
applied field, contributing to the electrical response of the system. PoUk inl962 [19], 
has shown that the conductivity is an increasing ftmction of frequency in case of 
conduction by hopping and a decreasing fimction of frequency in case of band 
conduction. 
The variation of electrical conductivity with frequency of polycrystalline 
Coo.5Fe2.5-xCdx04 ferrites at different temperatures has been shown in Fig. 4. II. It can 
be seen that the conductivity is increasing slowly in low frequency region, while it 
increases sharply in high frequency region. However, as the frequency increases 
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conductivity becomes more and more frequency dependent. The very basic fact about 
conductivity in disordered solids is that cr^ ^ is an increasing function of frequency. In 
a hopping model it is possible to distinguish different characteristic regions of 
frequency [20, 21]. At low frequencies where the conductivity is almost independent 
of frequency, the electrical transport takes place on infinite paths. For a region of 
frequencies where the conductivity increases sfrongly with frequency, it is dominated 
by contribution through hopping between infinite clusters, finally, the region, where 
high frequency cutoff starts to play a role is encountered. The electrical conduction 
mechanism in studied samples can be explained in terms of the electron-hopping 
model. In the present samples, the electron hopping between two adjacent octahedral 
sites (B-sites) Fe^ *<=> Fe^^ ions or Co^ *<::>Co^ * in the spinel lattice takes place. The 
increase in fijequency enhances the rate of hopping between the charge carriers, 
resulting in an increase in the conduction process, thereby, increasing the 
conductivity. 
In ferrites, tiie charge mobility is generally low and the increase in 
conductivity does not mean that the number of charge carriers increase, but only the 
mobility of charge carriers increases. Further, at high frequencies, the resistivity 
remains invariant with frequency, because the rate of hopping frequency no longer 
follows the changes of external field and thus lags behind it [22]. The ac conductivity, 
obeys an empirical formula of frequency dependence given by ac power law: 
a(a)) = Bco^ 4^ g^  
where B and 's ' are constants, which depend on both temperature and composition. 
The s is a dimensionless quantity, whereas B is having unit of conductivity. The 
exponent's' has been calculated as a function of temperature for each composition, 
by plotting Ino" versus ln<y according to the eq. (4.7), which represents a straight 
line with slope equal to the exponent s and the intercept part equal to In 5 on vertical 
axis at \na> =0. 
Fig.4.12 shows the variation of s with temperature for different compositions. 
It has been observed that for x = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5 s decreases with increasing 
temperature, while for the sample, x = 0.3, the curve of s exhibits a broad maxima 
followed by decrease when temperature is increased further. The maximum lies 
around 373 K. It is known that the behaviour of s with temperature can be taken as a 
criterion for the conduction mechanism [23, 24]. 
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Different theoretical models have been proposed in order to explain the 
conduction phenomena of ferrites with respect to frequency and temperature, to 
correlate ac conduction mechanism with exponent s [25]. The quantum mechanical 
model [26-28] proposes that exponent s is temperature independent constant. The 
large overlapping polaron model [29] suggests that s is temperature dependent 
constant, where it decreases with increasing the temperature up to certain temperature; 
thereafter, it starts to increase with further increase in temperature. The third model, 
polaron tunneling model over a barrier separating two sites [30] predicts s decreases 
with increasing temperature. The behaviour of s for various compositions with 
temperature can be discussed in the light of both small polaron tunneling mechanism, 
and classical barrier hopping mechanism. Since, ferrites are low mobility 
semiconductors having exceedingly narrow band or localized levels, the charge 
carriers are considered to be localized at ions or vacant sites, which suggest that the 
correlated barrier hopping conduction mechanism is predominant for the samples x = 
0.0, 0.1 0, 2, 0.4 and 0.5. For the sample x=0.3, the small polaron hopping conduction 
mechanism is predominant up to 373 K and followed by correlated barrier hopping 
conduction mechanism above 373 K. The conductivity of the studied samples obeys 
the well-known Arrhenius relation [31]: 
a= aoexp ( - ^ ) (4.7) 
where K is Boltzmann constant, E the activation energy required for hopping process, 
r the absolute temperature and ffothe specific conductivity. 
Fig. 4.13 shows a typical curve correlating the ac conductivity and reciprocal 
of absolute temperature (T) for the investigated samples at selected frequencies. It can 
be seen a„ increases with increasing temperature. The dispersion has been observed 
at low temperatures. In the dispersion region, the ac conductivity increases with 
increasing frequency. The variation of In o;,^  against 7"'in the low temperature region 
is markedly different from that in relatively high temperature region. The conductivity 
is found weakly temperature-dependent in the former region, while it exhibits strong 
temperature dependence in the latter. 
The increase in conductivity with temperature is associated with the 
enhancement in drift mobility and hopping frequency of charge carriers with 
increasing temperature according to the relation: 
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Fig. 4.11: Variation of ac conductivity -with frequency of Coo.5CdxFe2.s.x04 (0 < x < 
0.5) samples at selected temperatures. 
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Fig. 4.12: Variation ofs as a function of temperature of Coo.5CdxFe2.s.x04 (0 < x < 
0.5) samples. 
a = ncjU — (4.8) 
where e is the electronic charge, // the mobiHty of charge carriers and n the total 
number of charge carriers per unit volume, n = /ig + nu, where «, represents the 
number of n-type and «* represents the number of p-type charge carriers, respectively. 
In case of low-mobility semiconductors such as ferrites, the activation energy is often 
associated with the mobility of charge carriers rather than their concentration. The 
charge carriers are considered as localized at the ions or vacant sites and conduction 
occurs via hopping mechanism, which implies a thermally activated electronic 
mobility. 
Table 4.2, presents the activation energy values calculated for all samples at 
selected frequencies below 400 K (T < Tc). It can be seen that the activation energy 
decreases with increasing frequency, which corresponds to ferrimagnetic region. In a 
ferrimagnetic region, the activation energy for electric conduction decreases as the 
frequency increases corresponding to the thermally activated mobility (hopping 
conduction model) and not to thermally activated creation of charge carriers, while in 
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Fig. 4.13: Variation of ac conductivity versus ( T ' ) of CoQ.sCdxFe2.5.x04 (0 <x <0.5) 
samples at selected frequencies. 
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Table 4.2: Presents the activation energy values at low temperatures at selected 






























a paramagnetic region of disordered state, the increase in frequency has no effect on 
the conductivity corresponding to thermally activated charge carriers (band 
conduction mechanism) [5], The conduction at low temperature or below Curie 
temperature is due to hopping of electrons between Fe^* and Fe^*, whereas at higher 
temperature or above Curie temperature due to polaron hopping [26]. Within the 
ferrimagnetic region of each sample, the activation energy (Ej) values have been 
found in the range 0.32344-0.2415 eV at lOOHz. The values ofEf'm low frequency 
region are greater than 0.2 eV in the present samples, which suggests that the 
conduction is due to hopping process [31]. 
4.2.2.5 Composition dependence of dielectric properties 
The compositional dependence of the dielectric constant, dielectric loss and ac 
conductivity determined at different temperatures and frequencies are shown in Fig 
4.14. It has been found that all the parameters increase with increasing Cd 
concentration up to x = 0.2; thereafter, these parameters decrease with further doping 
of Cd. Co ferrite possesses an inverse spinel structure and the degree of inversion 
depends upon the heat treatment. The non-magnetic Cd ions prefer to occupy 
tetrahedral sites, while the magnetic Fe ions occupy both tetrahedral and octahedral 
sites. In the studied samples, the presence of Co^VCo^* ions leads to the formation of 
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Fig. 4.14: Variation ofs', sand tanS and a^^as Junction of Cd composition of 
Coo.sCdxFe2.5.x04 (0<x<0.5) samples at selected frequencies and temperatures. 
p-type charge carriers. The local displacement of p-type charge carriers in the 
direction of an applied field also contributes to net polarization, in addition to the n-
type charge carriers. However, the contribution oi p-type carriers is smaller than the 
electronic exchange between Fe''*/Fe^* and directed opposite to the mobility of n-type 
2+ 
carriers [32]. The hopping of electrons between Fe and Fe (n-type semiconductor) 
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and hopping of holes between Co^* and Co^* (p-type semiconductor) are responsible 
for the conduction process and dielectric polarization in the studied samples [33]. 
The increase in <T^,£' ,£*and tan J up to x = 0.2, can be explained on the 
basis that as the Cd ions are doped in Co ferrite, they occupy A-sites, which force 
some of the Fe ions to migrate from A-sites to B-sites. The increase of Fe * ions at 
octahedral sites increases the rate of hopping and in turn, ac conductivity increases up 
to X = 0.2. The decrease in conductivity above x = 0.2, may be explained on the basis 
that the Cd ions replace Fe ions at B-sites, as a result, the no. of Fe ions available for 
conduction phenomena are depleted. Hence, the decrease in probability of following 
exchange process: 
Therefore, cr^ decreases beyond x = 0.2. The behaviour of e', £ and tanS with the 
composition can be explained on the basis that the mechanism of dielectric 
polarization in ferrites is similar to the electrical conduction; therefore, it is expected 
that the behaviour of e', £"and tanS is similar to the Gac- The variation of activation 
energy with composition is already shown in Table.4.2, where the activation energy 
is found to decrease with Cd substitution up to x = 0.2, thereafter, it increases with 
further increase of Cd content. The results can be explained on the basis that the 
higher values of activation energy are associated with lower conductivity and 
dielectric constant [34]. The value of activation energy has been found minimum for 
the composition x = 0.2. The reason being the energy required for hopping process to 
take place is very small, which corresponds to high conductivity and dielectric 
constant values. 
4.2.2.6 Impedance analysis 
The elicit information about the mechanism of electrical transport in Cd doped 
Co ferrites has been carried out over a wide range of frequency (42Hz-5MHz) using 
impedance spectroscopy. Fig.4.15 shows the variation of real part of impedance as a 
fiinction of frequency at selected temperatures. It has been observed that the 
magnitude of z' increases with increasing frequency and temperature. Fig.4.16 shows 
the variation of imaginary part of impedance versus frequency at selected 
temperatures. The z ' has been found to increase and it approaches a maximum z^ ax^  
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after that it starts to decrease. However, z peaks are found to shift towards higher 
frequency region when temperature is increased. This behaviour suggests that the 
spectral intensity of the dielectric relaxation is thermally activated in which hopping 
process of the charge carriers and small polarons are dominating intrinsically in 
polycrystalline samples. Also, the shifting of peaks towards higher frequency region 
with temperature implies that as the temperature increases, the relaxation time 
decreases. 
Fig's 4.17 and 4.18 shows the plot of imaginary part of impedance versus real 
part of impedance (Nyquist plot or Cole-Cole plot) over a wide range of frequency at 
different temperatures for the compositions x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. It can be seen 
that in general, there are two semicircles at lower temperatures, whereas, at higher 
temperatures, the first semicircle disappears and goes out of frequency range of our 
measurement. Each point corresponding to a different frequency, the peak maxima of 
the plots for all samples decreases with increasing temperature. The apex frequency 
shifts to higher values with increasing temperature. The diameter of semicircles 
decreases with increasing temperature, referring to pronounced increase of dc 
conduction. Two semicircle arcs of the impedance spectrum can be expressed as an 
equivalent circuit consisting of a parallel combination of two resistances and 
capacitance connected in series (RC circuit) [35-37]. The variation of impedance 
parameters with temperature and composition are presented in Table 4.3. The values 
of grain and grain boundary resistances are found to decrease with Cd doping up to x 
= 0.2, thereafter, their value increases with fiirther doping of Cd. The composition x = 
0.0 shows only one semicircle at all temperatures. The impedance response of the 
grain and grain boundary for this composition carmot be resolved, which suggests a 
predominance of the grain boundary and that the contribution from the grain is not 
well resolved. Among all the samples, the composition C00.5F2.5O4 exhibits highest 
values of resistances. The capacitance of grain boundary has been found larger than 
that of grain for all the samples, which is explained on the basis that the capacitance is 
inversely proportional to the thickness of dielectric media. Also, the capacitance 
values for grain and grain boundary has been found maximum for the composition x = 
0.2, which means greater polarizability for the sample. The lower total resistance for 
this composition promotes electron hopping, which is known as a sole mechanism for 
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Fig. 4.15: Variation of real part of impedance (Z') with frequency ofCoo.sCdxFe2 5-x04 
(0 <x<0.5) sample at selected temperature. 
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Fig. 4.16: Variation of complex part of impedance (Z") with frequency of 
Coo.5CdxFe2.5.x04 (0<x<0.5) samples at selected temperature. 
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Fig. 4.17: Nyquist plots of Coo.sCdxFe2.5-x04 ferrites (x = 0.1 and 0.2) at different 
temperatures. 
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Fig. 4.18: Nyquist plots of Coo.5CdxFe2.s-x04 ferrites (x = 0.3 and 04) at different 
temperatures. 
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Table 4.3: The variation of electrical parameters of Coo.5CdxFe2.s-xO4 with 















































































































both conduction and polarization in ferrites. The resistance of grain boundary has 
been found larger than the grain in all samples, which is attributed to the fact that the 
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atomic arrangement near the grain boundary region is disordered, resulting in a 
serious increase in electron scattering. The higher values of grain boundary 
resistances also arise due to other factors; such as the least number of Fe^ ^ ions 
number in the region [38]. 
4.2.3 Magnetic properties 
4.2.3.1 Mdssbauer spectroscopy 
The Mossbauer spectra of Coo.5CdxFe2.5-x04 (0.0 < x < 0.5) recorded at 78 K in 
the absence of magnetic field has been shown in Fig. 4.19. The spectra have two 
sextets; one of the sextets is attributed to Fe^* at tetrahedral site (A) and the other is 
attributed to Fe^* at octahedral site (B). Both the sextets are due to magnetic hyperfine 
interactions of the Zeeman pattern [39]. The two sextets remain up to x = 0.4 but for x 
= 0.5 one doublet appears (Fig. 4.18). The isomer shift (IS), quadrupole splitting (QS) 
and hyperfine field (Hhf) calculated firom the fitting of the spectra are tabulated in 
Table 4.4. The IS results due to the electrostatic interaction between the charge 
distribution of the nucleus and those electrons tiiat have a finite probability of being 
found in the region of the nucleus. Only s-electron wave ftinctions have a finite value 
at the nucleus and these electrons are, therefore, responsible for this interaction. It can 
be clearly seen firom Table 4.4 tiiat IS(A) < IS(B). It is known that IS for octahedral 
site is more than that of the tetrahedral sites, since in cubic spinel ferrites the bond 
separation Fe^*-0^" is larger for octahedral sites as compared to that of tetrahedral 
sites, due to which the overlapping of orbitals of Fe^* ions is smaller at B-sites and 
thus a larger IS and hence more s-electron density at B-site emerges [40-43]. The IS 
is a physical parameter for probing the valence state of a Mossbauer atom. It is 
reported that the values of IS for Fe^* ions lie in the range 0.6-1.7 mm/s, while for 
Fe^* they lie in the range 0.1-0.5mm/s [44, 45]. By comparing our results of Table 
4.4 with the above mentioned results, it can be concluded that the IS values indicate 
that the resolved sextets in studied samples are due to Fe^* ions only, which means 
that the iron is present in Fe^* state. 
It is clear fi-om Table 4.4 that non-zero quadrupole splitting in the Mossbauer 
spectra of samples has been found in the present study. Basically, the non-zero QS in 
the ferrites is attributed to the presence of chemical disorder [46]. This produces an 
electric field gradient (EFG) of varying magnitudes, directions, sign and symmetry 
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and hence distributions in the quadrupole shift. In the studied samples, it is found that 
with the progressive substitution of Cd ions, a paramagnetic doublet appears at x = 0.5 
within the sextet, which is due to interaction of EFG with the quadruple moment of 
Fe^' nucleus and reduction in the magnetic interactions between Fe ions due to Cd^ * 
dilution. The hyperfine magnetic fields at A- and B-sites in the Cd^ "^  substituted 
Coo.5CdxFe2.5.x04 samples are shown in Table 4.4. From the analysis of the spectra, it 
is observed that hyperfine field at A-site decreases from 51.26 to 47.45 T, whereas it 
decreases fi-om 53.87 to 50.00 T at B-site with the progressive doping of Cd from x = 
0.0 to X = 0.4. In most of ferrites, B-site hyperfine magnetic field is generally larger 
than that of A-site, which is attributed to the dipolar field resulting due to deviation 
from cubic symmetry and covalent nature of tetrahedral bond [47]. The observed 
variations in hyperfine magnetic field at A- and B-sites with increasing doping of Cd 
ion in Coo.5CdxFe2.5-x04 (0.0 < x < 0.5) ferrites can be explained on the basis of Neel's 
super-exchange interactions [48]. According to Neel's model, A-B exchange 
interactions are stronger than A-A or B-B exchange interactions and the 
contributions of A-A and B-B interactions are almost negligible. Since, both A- and 
B-sites are occupied by Co and Fe ions, the following interactions are to be 
considered mainly. 
Fei+ - 0 - Fel^,Fel+ -o- Coj^ 
In our system Cd ion is non-magnetic and has a strong A-site preference. Therefore, 
the substitution of Cd ions decreases the A-B exchange interactions and hence, the 
magnetic hyperfine field decreases. 
Table 4.4: Mossbauer parameters of Coo.5CdxFe2.5-x04 (0.0 < x < 0.5) ferrites. 







IS (mm/s) QS(mm/s) 
0.0 0.39 0.48 -0.01 0.17 53.87 51.26 
0.1 0.38 0.48 -0.02 0.12 53.55 50.83 
0.2 0.41 0.48 -0.03 0.13 53.47 50.54 
0.3 0.4 0.49 -0.02 0.22 52.84 50.14 
0.4 0.45 0.39 -0.16 0.11 50.00 47.45 
0.5 0.46 0.47 -0.12 0.13 44.14 42.11 0.48 0.78 
Error 70.02 70.02 70.01 70.01 70.02 70.02 70.10 70.12 
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Fig. 4.19: Mossbauer spectra recorded at 78 K ofCoo.sCdxFe2.i.xQ4ferrite samples. 
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4.3 Conclusion 
In summary, we have successfully synthesized polycrystalline bulk samples of 
Coo.5CdxFe2.5.x04 (0.0 < x < 0.5) ferrites by sol-gel process. The effect of doping of 
non-magnetic Cd^ "^  ions in Coo.5Fe2.5-x04 was studied by means of structural, electrical 
and Mossbauer spectroscopy. The following observations have been made on the 
basis of several experiments performed on the bulk samples. 
(i) The dielectric constant, e', e", tan5, ffao decreases as the frequency of an applied 
electric field increases, which have been explained in the Hght of space charge 
polarization according to Maxwell-Wagner two layer model. 
(ii) The values of e', e", tanS and Gac increase as temperature increases due to 
increase in thermal activation of hopping frequency and drift mobility of charge 
carriers. The results of the exponent s in the power law show that the correlated 
barrier hopping conduction mechanism is predominant for the samples x = 0.0, 
0.1, 0.2 0.4 and 0.5, while both small polaron hopping and correlated barrier 
hoping conduction mechanism are responsible for the conduction process in x= 
0.3. The calculated values of activation energy decrease with increasing 
frequency, which corresponds to ferrimagnetic region, 
(iii) The values of e', e", tan5 and Cac increase with the substitution of Cd ion until 
they reach a maximum value at x = 0.2, thereafter, these parameters decrease with 
further doping of Cd ions. The increase in Fe^ "^  number at octahedral sites 
increases the rate of hopping of electrons, as a result, these parameters are found 
to have maximum values at x = 0.2. Above this composition the replacement of Fe 
ions by Cd ions leads to the reduction in Co ion number at B-sites, which results 
in the decrease of rate of hopping mechanism, 
(iv) The complex impedance plots show an overlapping of two semicircles of grain 
and grain boundaries at x= 0.0, while these are clearly differentiated in other 
compositions, 
(v) The Mossbauer study performed at 78K indicates that the magnetic hyperfine field 
decreases due to the dilution of the sublattice, which indicates that the doping of 
Cd ions affects the super-exchange interactions. The observed value of isomer 
shift reflects that Fe ions are present in +3 states in the studied samples. 
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Chapter 5 
Structural, Electrical Transport and Magnetic Properties 
of Mni4^ xFe2-2xTl2x04 (0 ^ x ^  0.5) ferrltes 
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5.1 Introduction 
Manganese ferrite (MnFe204) is a common spinel ferrite widely used in 
microwave and magnetic recording applications [1]. The crystal structure of MnFe204 is 
spinel (space group FdSm) in which the lattice of 0^~ ions forms tetrahedral and 
octahedral local symmetry that are referred to as A- and B-sites, respectively. In normal 
spinel structure, divalent ions (Mn^ ^ in MnFe204) occupy A-sites, and trivalent spinel 
ions (Fe^ "^  in MnFe204) occupy B-sites. The Mn ferrite was originally thought to be an 
inverse spinel but was later found to be about 80% normal and 20% inverse spinel, when 
20% of Mn migrates from A- to B-sites [2-4]. 
The effect of Ti'*^  substitution on the electric and dielectric properties of ferrites has 
been reported by many authors. It has been reported that substitution of Ti**^  ions to Mg-
Zn ferrite [5], Li-ferrite [6] and Co-Zn ferrite [7] reduces their electrical conductivity. 
Also, substitution of Ti'*^  ions to Ni-Zn ferrite reduces the dielectric constant and 
dielectric loss of the ferrite material [8]. Shalendra et al. studied the multiferroic 
behaviour of Ti doped Mg-Mn ferrites [9] and reported that with the substitution of Ti'*^  
ion, quadrupole interaction increases while hyperfine field decreases. They further 
reported that the saturation magnetization decreases with increasing Ti'*^  content. 
Ravinder et al. studied the dielectric behavior of the erbium substituted Mn-Zn ferrites 
[10]. They reported that the frequency dependence of dielectric loss shows an anomalous 
behaviour while dielectric constant shows normal behaviour. 
The motivation behind the doping of Ti"** (3d°) ions in Mn ferrite is: (i) To 
develop the new multiferroic materials, since it is well known from the literature that all 
the ferroelectric materials like BaTiOs, PbTiOa etc have a transition metal cation with 3d° 
configuration, (ii) It is well known from the literature that the doping of the tefravalent 
element in ferrite upgrades their structural, electrical and also induces variety of magnetic 
structure. Among the various spinel ferrites, we have chosen Mn matrix because it is soft 
magnetic material with very low cubic magneto crystalline anisotropy, low coercivity and 
moderate saturation magnetization (~ 2400-2600 Gauss). Such properties of Mn ferrite 
suggest that this material is a good candidate for the various technological apphcations. 
In this chapter, we studied the effect of Ti ion on the stiiictural, electrical and magnetic 
properties of Mn ferrite. This chapter presents the structural, microstructiral, electrical 
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transport and magnetic properties of Ti^ ^ doped bulk Mn ferrite prepared through solid 
state reaction method. 
5.2 Results and discussion 
5.2.1 Structural Properties 
5.2.1.1 X-ray Diffraction 
The x-ray diffraction technique was employed for structural phase identification of the 
Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 (0 < x < 0.5) ferrite materials. Figure 5.1 shows the powder x-ray 
diffraction pattern of the prepared samples. The room temperature XRD patterns were 
analyzed using Powder-X software. From the analysis of the XRD data, it has been 
observed that all the samples exhibit single phase nature with structural transformation 
from cubic spinel to tetragonal when substituted with Ti'*^  ions. The structural 
transformation is supported by the reflection from (002) and (212) planes in XRD pattern 
for X > 0.0, which are missing in pure Mn ferrite. It is clearly seen from the XRD patterns 
that with the substitution of Ti ions, number of peaks (reflection planes) increase and a/c 
ratio also increases (see table 3.1). The increase in a/c ratio implies origin of tetragonality 
of the lattice. The variation in lattice parameters extracted using Powder-X software is 
shown in table 3.1. The structural fransformation is attributed to the replacement of Fe*^  
(0.64 A) with the Ti^ '* (0.67 A) ions at B-site [11-13]. Consequently, Ti^ '^  ions move from 
the cenfre of octahedral and distort the octahedral symmetry. From the calculated lattice 
parameter values it is evident that the Ti ions sfretch the unit cell along a-b plane and 
contract along the c axis. It is also evident from the XRD analysis that unit cell volume 
increases from 579.91 A^ to 599.92 A^  (shovra in table 5.1) with doping of Ti"*^  ions due 
to the formation of Fe^ ^ (0.83A) ions to maintain the charge neufraUty in the system. It 
has been found that with increase in Ti substitution, the system remains in tetragonal 
phase. 
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Fig. 5.1: X-ray powder diffraction pattern ofMni+xFe2-2xTix04 (0<x<0.5) samples. 
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5.2.1.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
In order to understand the morphology and grain shape Mn ferrite doped with Ti"*^  
ions, SEM study has been carried out. The SEM micrographs were taken at 1000 
magnification at different parts of the samples. The SEM images of pure and Ti 
substituted samples are presented in Fig. 5.2 (a-d). From the SEM micrographs, it is seen 
that the microstructure changes with Ti"*^  ion doping. By having a closer look on these 
microstructures, it is found that the shape of the surface is somewhat plane while on 
doping the planer surface becomes rocky one, which clearly shows the structural phase 
transformation with Ti doping. The shapes of the grains look non-spherical and the 
poresivity increases while density of the material decreases with the substitution of Ti'** 
ions. 
5.2.1.3 Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis 
To evaluate the distribution of the additive elements in the microstructure of as 
prepared samples of Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 ferrite, EDX line scanning has been performed for 
various Ti doped compositions, as shown in Fig. 5.3. From the EDX spectrum of x = 0.0, 
it can be seen that the peak aroxmd 0.51, confirms the homogeneous mixing of Mn, Fe 
and O. The EDX spectrum of the compositions x = 0.0, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5, show the change 
in the height of the peak corresponding to Ti around 4.5, which confirms that Ti ions 
occupy the magnetic matrix of Mn ferrite. There is an appreciable change in the height of 
the peak around 6.4 corresponding to Mn peak, which indicates the formation of 
Mn^ /^Mn^ ^ with Ti''^  ion doping. It is seen that the peak corresponding to Fe around 7.2 
decreases with progressive Ti doping, which indicates that the Fe number decreases while 
being replaced by Ti ions. 
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Fig. 5.2: SEM micrograph of the Mni^xFe2-2xTi2x04 (0 <x < 0.5) samples (a) x = 0.0 (b) x 
= 0.1 (c)x = 0.3(d) x = 0.4 
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Fig. 5.3: EDXpattern ofMn,+^Fe2.2xTi2x04 (0<x<0.5) samples. 
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5.2.2 Electrical Properties 
5.2.2.1 Dielectric Constant 
The effect of frequency on the real (e') and imaginary {e") part of dielectric constant 
at different temperatures have been shown in Figs.5.4 and 5.5, respectively. It is observed 
that all the investigated samples show normal behaviour with respect to frequency at 
selected temperatures, where the dielectric constant decreases with increasing frequency. 
The decrease in dielectric constant is rapid at lower frequency while it is slow at higher 
frequency, which shows a usual dielectric dispersion in the studied samples. The 
dielectric dispersion approaches ahnost frequency independent behaviour at higher 
frequency. The composition Mn1.1Fe1.8Tio.1O4 shows maximum dielectric dispersion 
among all the studied compositions of mixed Mn-Ti ferrite, which may be due to the 
large availability of ferrous ions at octahedral sites. The observed dielectric dispersion at 
lower frequency can be explained in the light of Maxwell-Wagner type of interfacial 
polarization [15, 16] and Koops phenomenological theory of dielectrics [17], where an 
elecfron exchange between two Fe valence states takes place at octahedral sites, i.e., 
Fe^* <-> Fe^* + e"'; one obtains local displacement of elecfrons in the direction of an 
appUed electric field. This displacement of electron determines the polarization in 
ferrites. The decrease of polarization with increasing frequency may be due to the fact 
that beyond a certam frequency limit of an appUed field, the elecfron exchange between 
Fe^ "^  and Fe^ "^  cannot follow the changes of an applied field; therefore, the dielectric 
constant decreases with increasing frequency. 
The variations of dielectric constant s'ande" with temperature for Mni+xFea-
2xTix04 at selected frequencies have been shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7. It has been 
observed that both e'and s" increase with increasing temperature which shows the 
semiconductor behaviour of the prepared ferrite material. The value of dielectric constant 
increases rapidly with increasing temperature at lower frequency, when compared it with 
higher frequency. The dielectric behaviour with temperature can be explained on the 
basis that at relatively low temperatures, the charge carriers in most cases cannot orient 
themselves with respect to the direction of an applied field; therefore, they possess 
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Fig. 5.4: Variation of real dielectric constant with frequency ofMni-i-xFe2-2xTix04 (0<x < 
0.5) samples at selected temperatures. 
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Fig. 5.5: Variation of imaginary part of dielectric constant with frequency ofMni+xFe2-
2xTix04 (0<x<0.5) samples at selected temperatures. 
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Fig. 5.6: Variation of real dielectric constant with temperature of Mni+xFe2.2xTix04 (0<x 
< 0.5) samples at selected frequencies. 
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Fig.5.7: Variation of imaginary part of dielectric constant with temperature ofMni+xFe2-
2xTix04 (0<x<0.5) samples at selected temperature. 
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a weak contribution to the polarization and to the dielectric behaviour. As the temperature 
increases, bound charge carriers get enough excitation thermal energy to be able to obey 
the changes in an applied field more easily. This in turn enhances their contribution to the 
polarization and hence an increase in the dielectric behaviour [18]. 
5.2.2.2 Dielectric loss 
Fig.5.8 shows the variation of loss tangent tanS with frequency at selected 
temperatures. In general, the dielectric loss tangent for each composition is found to 
decrease with increasing fi-equency. The samples x = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, possess 
considerable amount of Fe^ ^ content and exhibit lower values of resistivity. The 
fi-equency response of the dielectric loss tangent is found to be slightly different for the 
above mentioned samples by exhibiting peaking behaviour (relaxation processes) at 
higher fi-equency followed by subsequent decrease. The relaxation peaks are found to 
shift towards higher fi-equency region as the temperature increases. The inset of the Fig. 
5.8 for the compositions x = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3, show the origin of Debye relaxation 
peaks in the frequency limit (3.6KHz-5MHz). The origin of relaxation peaks can be 
explained on the basis of Rezlescu model. According to this model, the relaxation peaks 
may be due to the collective contribution of both/? and n-type of charge carriers [19]. The 
relaxation peaks appear when jumping frequency of localized electron becomes 
approximately equal to that of an applied field. The shifting of these peaks towards 
higher frequency is often attributed to an increase in rate of hopping of charge carriers. 
The disappearance of relaxation peaks for the samples x = 0.4 and 0.5, show that these 
samples exhibit relatively higher values of resistivity. The electron exchange between 
Fe^"^ o Fe^"^ and hole exchange between Mn^"^ <:> Mn^^ at octahedral sites are 
responsible for such behaviours, as well as, the jumping frequency of localized charge 
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Fig. 5.8: Variation oftand with temperature ofMn]+xFe2-2xTix04 at selected frequencies. 
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5.2.2.3 Compositional Dependence of c', £"and tand 
The variations of dielectric constant f'and e' at selected temperatures and 
frequency as a function of Ti composition have been shown in Fig. 5.9. In general, both 
s' and e' are found to decrease with increasing Ti'*^  ion concentration except for x= 0.1. 
In the present studied samples, it is believed that the conduction process occurs as a result 
of electron exchange between Fe^ ^ and Fe^* ions and hole exchange between Mn^ ^ and 
Mn^ ^ at the octahedral sites. The presence of Mn at the octahedral sites may also cause 
conduction according to the following exchange reaction: 
The Ti'*^  ions present in Mni+xFe2.2xTix04 ferrites, although has a strong preference for B-
sites but they do not participate in hopping process. Therefore, further addition of non-
magnetic Ti^ i^ons in place of Fe ions, limit the degree of conduction by blocking the 
Verwey's hopping mechanism, resulting in an increase in polarization, which determines 
the dielectric behaviour in ferrites. It has been seen that the progressive substitution of 
Ti^ ^ ions, reduces the Fe content in the lattice. This relatively decreases the formation of 
94-
Fe ions, hence decrease in dielectric constant with increasing value of Ti has been 
observed. Also, the tetravalent Ti^ ^ is known to form stable electrical bonds with Fe^ * 
ions; thereby, localizing the charge carriers. This localization of Fe^ ^ ions hinders the 
Verwey mechanism of electron exchange between the Fe ^^  and Fe *^ ions at the B-sites, 
hence increases the bulk resistivity [20]. The deviation of the dielectric behaviour of the 
sample x = 0.1, from those of the other samples may be attributed to the Ti"*^  ion 
distribution between A- and B-sites. It is reported that Ti'** prefers to occupy A-sites 
when it is added in a small amount (x < 0.2), with further addition (x > 0.2), it prefers to 
occupy B-sites [21]. 
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Fig. 5.9: Effect ofTi*^ ion concentration one'ande' ofMnFezOA (0<x<0.5) samples at 
different frequencies and temperatures. 
5.2.2.4 Impedance spectroscopy 
Figs.5.10 (a-f) shows the imaginary part of impedance versus real part of 
impedance (Nyquist plots) plotted over a wide range of frequency at different 
temperatures. It can be seen that two semicircles are present at lower temperatures, 
whereas at higher temperatures, the first semicircle disappears and goes out of frequency 
range of our measurement. The height of the peak for each plot of the sample decreases 
with increasing temperature. The apex frequency shifts towards higher value with 
increasing temperature. No other relaxation mechanism, such as an electrode effect or 
ionic species diffiision has been identified for the analyzed frequency range at relatively 
low temperatures. At higher temperatures, the diffusion charge transport is more 
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dominant in low frequency region. The semicircle at high frequency region is attributed 
to the grain property of the material, which arises due to the parallel combination of the 
grain resistance Rg and grain capacitance C^ of the material. The second semicircle 
present at lower frequency corresponds to the grain boundary due to the parallel 
combination of R^,, andC^^. Two semicircle arcs of the impedance spectrum can be 
expressed as an equivalent circuit consisting of a parallel combination of two resistances 
and capacitance connected in series (RC circuit). 
The observed impedance behaviour can be explained with an equivalent circuit 
model (ECM) shown in Fig.5.11. The electrical parameters have been obtained for every 
temperature measiu-ement by analyzing the complex impedance spectroscopy data using 
nonlinear least-square [NLLS] fitting routine. The variation of resistances (grain 
resistance Rg and grain boimdary resistance, Rgb), capacitances (grain capacitance, Q and 
grain boundary capacitance, Cgb), relaxation times (grain relaxation time and grain 
boundary relaxation time) with temperature and composition have been calculated and 
tabulated in Table 5.2. It is evident from the table that the value of grain resistance is 
lower compared to the grain boundary resistance. The value of grain boundary 
capacitance has been found to be higher when compared to the grain capacitance. The 
grain boundary relaxation time is higher than the grain relaxation time. The relaxation 
time T exhibits long relaxation in the studied temperature range. These values suggest a 
conduction process of hopping type. Both the grain and grain boundary resistances 
increase sharply with increasing Ti concentration except for x = 0.1. Among all 
compositions, the composition Mn1.1F1.8Tio.1O4 exhibits lowest value of resistances, 
which means greater polarization for the sample. The lower total resistance for this 
composition promotes electron hopping, which is known to be a mechanism for both 
conduction and polarization in ferrites. 
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Figure 5.10 (a, b): Nyquist plots of Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 samples x =0.0 and 0.1 taken at 
different temperatures. 
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Fig. 5.10 (c, d): Nyquist plots of Mm+xFe2-2xTix04 samples x =0.2 and 0.3 taken at 
different temperatures. 
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Fig. 5.10 (e, f): Nyquist plots of Mn,+J'ixFe2-2^4 samples x =0.4 and 0.5 taken at 
different temperatures. 
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Table 5.2: Electrical parameters of Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 (0 <x <0.5) samples at different 
temperatures for all the samples. 
Composition (x) 





26.89 48.61 476.5 747.1 
2.258E-11 15233E-n 2.911E-12 2J31E-12 
Tgisec.) 6.65262E-7 9.6354E.« 6.07176E-7 7.40476E-7 1J8709E-6 1.74149E-6 
R^m) 
c^n 
178.69 42.964 231.13 388.52 987.05 1407.6 
2.8546E-9 3.7124E-9 4J57E-9 1.4616E-9 4.6223E-9 2.8626E-10 







9.026 7.147 14.95 24.1 
S.2621E-11 9.144E-12 2.2068E-11 9.713E-12 
4.74957E-7 6.53522E-8 3.29917E-7 2J4083E-7 
97.944 27.024 128.07 380 J l 
195.4 256.7 
2.241 E-12 1.87E-12 
4J7891E-7 4.80029E-7 
605.94 806.97 
3.0024E-11 2.9731E-9 2.7793E-9 1.6016E-9 8.1858E-11 7.0473E-H 
^^(sec.) 2.94067E-6 8.03451E-5 3.55945E-4 6.09104E-4 4.9601E-5 5.68696E-5 
1.795 1.095 5.009 85.45 118.5 
1.1898E-10 4.0753E-11 — 4.1303E-11 5.115E-12 3.92E-12 
T^(sec.) 2.13569E-7 4.46245E-8 2.06887E-7 4J7077E-7 4.6452E-7 
20.92 6.912 25.4 48.939 252.23 377.06 
3.1582E-9 1.866E-9 3.1785E-9 1.6315E-9 1J913E-10 1.0134E-10 
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Tg^(sec.) 6.6069SE-5 1.28978E-5 8.07339E-5 7.9844E-5 3^0928E-5 3^2n3E-5 





2.6139 0.60211 3.1245 12.632 58.087 70.654 
2.6199E-8 2.2157E-9 2.6307E-9 7J93E-10 1.1729E-10 8.0888E-11 




0J5142 0.081 0.42221 2J741 41.883 44.214 
1.7488E-9 2.57S8E-9 5.4872E-9 9.679E-10 5.7208E-12 6.7584E-12 
6.14563E-7 2.08748E-7 231675E-6 2.49147E-6 239604E-7 2.98816E-7 
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Fig. 5.11: Equivalent circuit used for the analysis of complex impedance data of 
Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 (0<x<0.5) samples. 
5.2.2.5 ac conductivity 
The ac conductivity <T(<») obeys the empirical formula of frequency dependence 
given by the ac power law: 
a{o)) = B{T)co''''' - - ( 5 . 1 ) 
where a is angular frequency, B(T) constant and the exponent n{T) < 1. The ac power 
law at high frequency has been widely used in systems involving correlated hopping 
transport. The common feature in semiconductors is frequency dependent conductivity 
that increases approximately linearly with frequency [22].The variation of ac 
conductivity as a fimction of frequency at selected temperatures have been shown in 
Fig.5.12. It has been foimd that the plot of Incr^against Xna gives straight lines with 
different slopes at high frequencies. The conductivity is enhanced with increasing 
:frequency and temperature. The enhancement is foimd to be higher in lower temperature 
region. However, as the frequency increases the conductivity becomes more and more 
frequency dependent. The conduction mechanism in ferrites can be explained on the basis 
of Verwey and de Boer [23] mechanism that involves exchange of elecfrons between the 
ions of the same element present in more than one valence state and distributed randomly 
over equivalent crystallographic lattice sites. Also, conduction mechanism in ferrites is 
attributed to the hopping of electrons between Fe^^and Fe^ ^ ions [24]. Ferrites are 
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considered to be low mobility materials and the increase in conductivity does not mean 
that the number of charge carriers increases, but only the mobility of charge carriers 
increases. Further, at high frequencies, the resistivity remains invariant with frequency, 
because the rate of hopping no more follows an applied field and thus lags behind it [25]. 
The values of n has been derived from the slope of the curves in the Fig.5.12. 
Fig.5.13 shows the variation of n with temperature for studied samples. It has been 
observed that the values of n decrease with increasing temperature. The behavioiu" of the 
index n with temperature can be discussed in the light of the correlated barrier-hopping 
(CBH) model, where n decreases with increasing temperature. 
Fig. 5.14 shows a typical curve correlating the ac conductivity and reciprocal of 
absolute temperatiu-e (T) for the investigated ferrite samples for various Ti doped 
compositions, at selected frequencies. It is clearly seen that the studied samples show a 
semiconductor behaviour with temperature, where (T^ ^ increases with increasing the 
temperature. The dispersion has been observed at low temperatures. In the dispersion 
region, the ac conductivity increases with increasing frequency. The variation of Ina^^ 
against 7"'in low temperature region is remarkably different from that of high 
temperature region. The conductivity is weakly temperature dependent in the former 
region, while it exhibits strong dependence in the latter region. The increase of a^ with 
temperature may be attributed to an increase in drift mobiUty and rate of hopping of 
charge carriers with increasing temperature. According to the band theory, the 
temperature dependence of conductivity is mainly due to the variation in the charge 
carrier concentration with temperature, while in hopping model, the change in mobility 
with temperature means an increase in rate of hopping of charge between the two valence 
states of the same element, such as between Fe^ ^ and Fe^ ^ ions [26]. Thus the conduction 
in ferrites increases with temperature and consequently the resistivity decreases. 
The activation energies for all samples at selected frequencies below 400 K (T < 
Tc) has been calculated and are listed Table 5.3. The data table suggests that the 
activation energy decreases in the studied samples with increasing frequency of the field 
which corresponds to the ferrimagnetic region. In a ferrimagnetic region, the activation 
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Fig. 5.12: Variation of conductivity with frequency ofMnj+xFe2.2xTix04 (0<x<0.5) 
samples at selected temperatures. 
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Fig. 5.13: Variation of exponent n as a function of temperature of Mn]+xFe2.2xTix04 (0<x 
< 0.5) samples. 
Table 5.3: Activation energy values of Mm+xFe2-2xTix04 (0<x<0.5) samples calculated 
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Fig. 5.14: Variation of conductivity with (T^) ofMni+xFe2.2xTix04 of all the samples. 
energy for electronic conduction decreases as the frequency increases corresponding to 
the thermally activated mobility and not to thermally activated creation of charge carriers, 
while in a paramagnetic region of disordered state, the increasing frequency has no effect 
on the conductivity corresponding to thermally activated charge carriers (band 
conduction mechanism) [27]. 
5.2.2.6 The compositional Dependence Of ac Conductivity 
The compositional dependence of ac conductivity has been shown in Fig 5.15. It 
has been foimd that a^ decreases with Ti doping except at x = 0.1. The Mn ferrite is 
inverse spinel in structure and the degree of inversion depends upon the heat treatment. 
The non-magnetic Ti ion sfrongly prefers to occupy the octahedral sites, while the 
magnetic Fe ions have the preference for both tetrahedral and octahedral sites. In the 
present studied samples, the presence of Mn^ /^Mn^ "^  ions give rise to p-type charge 
carriers. The local displacement oip-type carriers in the direction of an applied field also 
contributes to net polarization in addition to that of n-type carriers. However, the 
contribution due to p-type carriers is small than the electronic exchange between 
Fe^ '^ /Fe^ '^  and is in opposite direction; since, mobiHty oi n-type carriers is larger than that 
of p-type carriers [27]. The electron exchange between Fe^ ^ and Fe^ ^ {n-type 
semiconductor) and hole exchange between Mn^ ^ and Mn^ "^  (p-type semiconductor) are 
beHeved to be responsible for the conduction mechanism and dielectric polarization of 
investigated samples. 
It is reported that Ti ion prefers to occupy A-site when it is added in a small 
amount (x < 0.2), with fiuther addition above x = 0.2, it prefers to occupy B-site [6, 8]. 
When Ti^ "^  is substituted in Mn ferrite, it occupies A-site in the beginning, forcing the 
Fe^ ^ ions to migrate from A- to B-site. The increasing number of Fe *^ ions at B-sites 
results in an increase in ac conductivity. Further, when concenfration of Ti"*^  doping is 
increased (x > 0.1), it occupies B-site by depleting the Fe^ ^ ions aheady present at the 
site. The decreasing number of Fe^ ^ ions at B-sites decreases the hopping of electrons, 
which in turn, decreases the ac conductivity. Also, the replacement of Fe ions by Ti'*^  
ions decreases the probability of the following reaction: 
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Therefore, the value of a^ decreases above x = 0.1. The relation between the activation 
energy with doping composition has been shown in Table. 5.3, where the activation 
energy increases with increasing Ti doping except for the composition x = 0.1. These 
results can be explained according to the assumption that higher the activation energy is 
lower is the conductivity and dielectric constant. The activation energy value of the 
sample x = 0.1, has been foimd minimum; hence, higher is the conductivity and dielectric 
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Fig. 5.15: Variation ofac conductivity with composition ofMni^.xFe2.2xTix04 (0<x<0.5) 
samples at selected temperatures and frequencies. 
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5.2.3 Magnetic properties 
5.2.3.1 dc magnetization study 
The magnetic hysteresis loops for pure and doped samples recorded at 90 K and 
300 K in an applied of 1 kOe have been shown in Fig's. 5.16 and 5.17. It has been 
observed that the saturation magnetization M, (magnetic moment per unit mass) 
decreases with increasing Ti doping and the samples do not saturate at this field. Table 
5.4 lists the various magnetic parameters such as saturation magnetization Ms, remnant 
magnetization Mr, coercivity ^c and the loop squareness ratio MT/M^ calculated at 300 K 
and at 90 K. It is seen that among all samples the basic composition MnFe204 exhibits 
the highest magnetization at 300 K, while the composition Mni.iFe],8Tio.i04 exhibits 
highest magnetization at 90K. The value of saturation magnetization M, decreases by 
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Fig. 5.16: Hysteresis loops ofMn-Ti recorded at 90 K ofMni+xFe2-2xTix04 (0<x<0.5) 
samples with inset showing plot of He and Mr at x = 0.1. 
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Fig. 5.17: Hysteresis loops ofMn- Ti recorded at 300 K ofMni+xFe2-2xTix04 (0<x <0.5) 
samples with inset showing plot of He and Mr at x = 0.1. 
the interval x = 0.1-0.5 at 300 K. The highest values of remenant magnetization were 
recorded for the composition x = 0.1, and as the temperature decreases, the saturation 
magnetization M, increases. The lower value of the coercive field H^ indicates that the 
material is soft ferrimagnetic. The observed magnetization behaviour can be explained on 
the basis of Neel's molecular field model and cation distribution. According to this 
model, the A-B interaction is stronger and more effective than A-A and B-B 
interactions. The net magnetic moment M of the lattice is given by the vector sum of 
magnetic moments of A and B-sublattice: 
M = MB-MA 
where MB and MA represent the magnetic moments at B- and A-sites, respectively. The 
decrease in satiu-ation magnetization with Ti doping is due to the dilution of B-sublattices 
by non-magnetic Ti^ * ions. Since, the substitutions of Ti'*^  ions preferably occupy B-site, 
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as a result number of Fe^* ions at B-site decreases. Therefore, the saturation 
magnetization decreases with increasing doping concentration of Ti ^ ions. The deviation 
of the magnetization recorded at 90 K for the sample J: = 0.1, from other samples may be 
due to other factors, where magnetic induction is an extrinsic property that depends on 
the materials microstructure. Also the magnetic interaction increases due to decrease in 
the bond length between the two ions. On the other hand, infinite sizes and the surface 
effects may be the main reason for the significant decrease in the value of Mj. The grain 
boundary, structural defects and particularly porosity, are important factors which affect 
the magnetic properties of the materials [28]. The increase in magnetization with 
decreasing temperature between 90 K and 300 K can be explained in the light of low 
temperature spin-wave theory [29]. The spin of atoms is completely parallel at absolute 
zero. Due to the increase of temperature, the inverse nimiber of spin will be increased. 
The spin-wave type dependence of magnetization is written as [30]: 
Ms(T) = M,(0)(1 - I3T^) 
where Ms(0), fi and b are the saturation magnetization estimated at 0 K, Bloch constant 
and the Bloch exponent, respectively. 
Table 5.4: Magnetic parameters recorded at 300 K and 90 Kfor Mni~xFe2-2xTix04 (0<x 
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Hence, the value of M, increases with decreasing temperature. In the mean time, 
the change in cation distribution at low temperature may also lead to the variation of 
magnetic properties. 
In order to see the effect of non-magnetic (Ti'*^ ) ion substitution on the 
ferrimagnetic transition temperature, zero field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) 
magnetization measurements have been performed. Fig. 5.18 shows the ZFC and FC dc 
magnetization as a fimction of temperature for Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 ferrite samples. In ZFC 
mode, the sample has been cooled in zero field mode fi-om 300 to 90 K and the 
magnetization was measured in the presence of a low magnetic field (H = 10 Oe) during 
the warming up cycle. In FC mode, the same field was applied while cooling the sample 
fi-om 300 to 90 K and the magnetization measurements were performed during the 
warming up cycle. It is observed that the magnetization decreases with increase in the 
temperature; an enhanced thermal energy at higher temperature (as compared to magnetic 
exchange energy) is responsible for this observed magnetization behaviour. The reason 
behind the bifurcation of ZFC & FC curves may be due to the competition between 
thermal energy and magnetic exchange energy causing disorder of spins in ZFC which 
results less magnetic moment than that of FC, where additional external magnetic field 
suppresses the thermal energy. From the ZFC and FC dc magnetization curve, it can be 
clearly seen that up to 50% doping of Ti ions, all the samples exhibit ferrimagnetic 
ordering at room temperature. 
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Fig. 5.18: Variation ofZFC andFC ofMn,+^Fe2.2xTixO^ of all the samples with temperature. 
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5.3 Conclusion 
In summary, we have successfully synthesized polycrystalline bulk samples of 
Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 (0 < x < 0.5) by standard solid state reaction technique. The effect of 
the doping of non-magnetic ion Ti"^ in Mni+xFe2-2xTix04 has been studied by means of 
structural, electrical and magnetic properties, using X-ray diffraction (XRD), Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX), dielectric spectroscopy, 
impedance spectroscopy and dc magnetization. 
(i) The dielectric constant (s' and e") has been foxmd to decrease with increasing 
frequency of an applied field, which has been discussed in the Ught of space charge 
polarization according to Maxwell-Wagner two layer model and Koops 
phenomenological theory. The dielectric constant has been foxmd to increase with 
increasing temperature, which is due to the increase in thermal activation of rate of 
hopping and drift mobility of charge carriers. 
(ii) The loss tangent shows an anomalous behaviour with frequency and temperature 
where relaxation peaks have been observed in tan J curves for samples x = 0.0 - 0.3. 
(iii)The analysis of complex impedance of data shows that the capacitive and the 
resistive properties of the materials are mainly attributed due to the processes, which 
are associated with the grain and the grain boundary. 
(iv) From the ac conductivity data it is concluded that cr^ is an increasing function of 
frequency and temperature. The ac conductivity has been foimd to decrease with 
increasing concenfration of Ti'*^  doping. The results of exponent n in the power law 
show that the correlated barrier-hopping (CBH) model conduction mechanism is 
predominant for the investigated samples. 
(v) The dc magnetization hysteresis loop study shows that the saturation magnetization 
decreases with increasing substitution of Ti'*"^  ions. The decrease in saturation 
magnetization with Ti doping is explained in the light of Neel's molecular field 
model and cation distribution, where the doped Ti^ ^ ions dilute the B-sublattice and 
hence decreases the A-B interactions. 
(vi)The zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetization study also infers 
that up to 50% doping of Ti ions, all the samples exhibit ferrimagnetic ordering at 
room temperature. 
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Summary and Future Scope 
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6.1 Scope of the Present Work 
Substitution of the diamagnetic metal ions in spinel ferrites provides interesting 
stractural, electrical and magnetic properties. Work presented in this thesis relates studies 
on structural, electrical and magnetic properties of Al doped Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-x04 (0 < x < 
0.5) nanocrystalline ferrite, Cd doped Coo.5Fe2.5-x04 (0 < x < 0.5) bulk ferrite and Ti 
doped Mni+xFe2.2x04 (0 < x < 0.5) bulk ferrite. We have synthesized the nanoparticles of 
Al doped Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-x04 ferrite and Cd doped Coo.5Fe2.5-x04 bulk ferrite using sol-gel 
technique. We also synthesized bulk ferrite samples of Ti doped Mni+xFe2-2x04 using 
solid state reaction method. 
Considering all the above mentioned methodology, the present thesis aims: 
1. Substitution of trivalent non-magnetic cation (Sp^confiigration, i.e., Al^ *) in 
Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5.x04 ferrite nanoparticles, in order to understand the modification 
induced in structural, micro-structural, electrical and magnetic (i.e. various 
magnetic exchange interactions) properties due to the substitution of trivalent Al 
and due to size effects. 
2. To study the effect of Cd divalent non magnetic cation {3d'^ configuration, i.e., 
Cd^ "^  on the structural, electrical and magnetic properties of bulk Coo.5Fe2 5-XO4 
ferrite. 
3. Substitution of tetravalent transition metal cation (3(f configuration i.e. Ti''^ ) in 
Mni+xFe2-2x04 spinel ferrite to understand the modifications induced in structural, 
electrical and magnetic properties. 
6.2 Effect of Doping 
6.2.1 Effect of Al^ * Doping in Nano Nio.2CdojFe2.5-x04 
Nanoparticles of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xCdx04 (0 < x < 0.5) ferrites of average crystallite 
size between 2 to 8nm have been synthesized using chemical route (sol-gel) method. The 
effect of Al has been studied on the structural, electrical transport and magnetic 
properties using XRD, FE-SEM, FE-TEM, EDX, dielectric spectroscopy, impedance 
spectroscopy, ac susceptibiHty, dc isothermal magnetization and Mossbauer spectroscopy 
measiu'ements. 
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6.2.1.1 A resume of main findings drawn from the present work can be summarized 
in following points 
(i) The XRD analysis of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 confirmed that all the samples 
exhibit single-phase cubic spinel structure with Fd3m space group and exclude 
presence of any secondary phase, with an average crystallite size between 2 to 
Snm. The lattice constant has been found to decrease with increasing Al 
substitution, which is due to smaller ionic radii of the Al^ ^ ion than Fe^ ^ ion. 
(ii) The FE-SEM measurements show the nanoparticles of Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2 5-xAlx04 are 
spherical in shape and the doping of Al increases the porosity of the material. 
(iii) The FE-TEM measurements confirm that obtained nanoparticles are spherical in 
shape and the average grain size lies between 2 to Snm. 
(iv) The FT-IR measurements show presence of two vibrational bands at 579 cm' 
and 420 cm"' corresponding to tetrahedral and octahedral sites. The tetrahedral 
and octahedral band sites are foxmd to shift with the doping of Al, which are 
explained on the basis of stretching of Fe^ -^0^" bonds due to occupation of 
octahedral sites by Al ions. 
(v) The dielectric constant (real and imaginary part) and loss tangent both show 
normal behaviour with respect to fi-equency at room temperature. Dielectric 
constant reflects an anomalous behaviour with temperature at selected 
fi"equencies for the studied nanoparticles. The dispersion in the dielectric 
properties have been explained in the hght of electron hopping mechanism and 
space charge polarization discussed by Maxwell-Wagner two layer model and 
Koops phenomenological theory. 
(vi) The ac conductivity has been found to increase with increasing frequency and it 
increases with increasing temperature. The ac conductivity has been discussed 
in the light of charge hopping model. The values of the activation energy 
obtained also show that the hopping of electrons between Fe^ * and Fe^ ^ and hole 
hopping between Ni^ * and Ni^ ^ are responsible for the conduction mechanism in 
the polycrystalline Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 ferrite nanoparticles. 
(vii) The complex impedance spectra show only one semicircle corresponding to the 
grain boundary resistance up to 40% of Al doping, which suggests that the 
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contribution to the conductivity is solely by grain boundary volume and the 
contribution by the grain is not well resolved. The resistance of the grain 
boundary is found to decrease while the capacitance of the grain boundary is 
found to increase with increasing temperatxu-e. 
(viii) The ZFC and FC magnetization show the distribution of blocking temperatures 
due to the grain size distribution. The blocking temperature is found to decrease 
with the decreasing size of the nanoparticles as well as with Al doping. The 
superimposed ZFC and FC curves show the nanoparticles of NiojCdojFei 5-
xAlx04 ferrites exhibit superparamagnetism at room temperature. 
(ix) The isothermal dc magnetization curves show hysteresis at 20 K while no 
hysteresis is present at 300 K. It is also seen that the saturation magnetization, 
remanent magnetizations are foimd to decrease with the decreasing size of the 
particle or with the progressive substitution of Al^ ^ ions, which is attributed to 
the dilution of B-sublattice due to non-magnetic Al^ * ions. The saturation 
magnetization is foimd to decrease with increasing temperature which shows the 
superparamagnetic nature of the samples increases with increasing temperature. 
(x) The MOssbauer spectroscopy results confirm that all the studied nanoparticles 
exhibit superparamagnetism. The samples show presence of paramagnetic 
doublet due to quadrupole interaction. The intensity of the paramagnetic doublet 
increases with increasing concentration of Al^ * ions or with decreasing particle 
size. 
6.2.2 Effect of Cd^ "^  Doping in Bulk Coo.5Fe2.5-xCd,04 
Bulk samples of basic composition Coo.5Fe2.5-xCdx04 (0 < x < 0.5) have been 
synthesized using sol-gel method. The doping effect of Cd^ "^  ions on structural, electrical 
and magnetic properties have been studied using different techniques such as X-ray 
diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), dielectric spectroscopy, 
impedance spectroscopy and Mossbauer spectroscopy. 
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6.2.2.1 A resume of main findings drawn from the present work can be summarized 
in following points 
(i) The XRD results show that all the samples of Coo.5Fe2.5-xCdx04 (0 < x < 0.5) 
ferrite exhibit single phase cubic spinel structure with Fd3m space group. The 
lattice parameter has been found to decrease with increasing Cd doping. The 
substitution of Cd up to 20% doping shows the growth of the grain and with 
further substitution the grain growth decreases. 
(ii) The dielectric constant shows normal behaviour with frequency, i.e., it decreases 
with increasing frequency of the applied field. The dielectric constant increases up 
to 20% of Cd doping and thereafter, it decreases. The dielectric behaviour has 
been explained in the light of Maxwell-Wagner two layer model and Koops 
phenomenological theory of dielectrics. 
(iii) The loss tangent shows an anomalous behaviour with frequency and temperature 
where relaxation peaks has been observed in tan6 curves. The peaking behaviour 
has been explained in the hght of Rezlescu model. 
(iv) The complex impedance plots show an overlapping of two semicircles 
corresponding to grain and grain boundary volume at x= 0.0, while these are 
clearly differentiated in other compositions. 
(v) The Mossbauer study performed at 78 K indicates that the magnetic hyperfine 
field decreases due to the dilution of B-sublattice, which indicates that the doping 
of Cd ions affects the superexchange interactions. The observed value of isomer 
shift reflects that Fe ions are present in +3 states in the studied samples. 
6.2.3 Effect of Ti^ ^ Doping in Bullc Mni+,Fe2.2x04 
Bulk samples of basic composition Mnn-xFe2-2xTix04 (0 < x < 0.5) have been 
synthesized using conventional soUd-state reaction method. The doping effect of Ti'*^  
ions on structural, electrical and magnetic properties have been studied using different 
techniques such as x-ray diffraction (XRD), Scanning Election Microscopy (SEM), 
Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX), dielectric spectroscopy, impedance spectioscopy and dc 
magnetization measurements. 
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6.2.3.1 A resume of main findings drawn from the present work can be summarized 
in following points 
(i) The XRD results indicate that the substitution of Ti ions creates non centro-
symmetry, as a result, the system transforms from cubic to tetragonal phase. 
This is also confirmed by the increase in unit cell volume with Ti substitution. 
The Fe^ ^ to Fe^* conversion is taking place to maintain the charge neutrality in 
the system due to the Ti^ "^  substitution. 
(ii) The observed dispersion behaviour in dielectric constant as a function of 
frequency has been explained according to interfacial polarization as proposed 
by the Maxwell-Wagner two layer model and Koops phenomenological 
theory. 
(iii) The impedance specfroscopy study shows that the capacitive and the resistive 
properties of the materials are mainly attributed due to the processes, which 
are associated with the grain and grain boundaries. 
(iv) The dc magnetization hysteresis loop study shows that the saturation 
magnetization decreases with increasing substitution of Ti'*^  ions. The 
decreases in saturation magnetization with Ti doping is explained in the light 
of Neel's molecular field model and cation distribution, where the doped Ti'*^  
ions dilute the B-sublattice and hence decreases the A-B interactions. 
(v) The zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetization study also 
infer that up to 50% doping of Ti ions, all the samples exhibit ferrimagnetic 
ordering at room temperature. 
6.4 Future Scope 
We want to mention that the measurements such as high temperature dc 
magnetization and Mossbauer specfroscopy will provide us information about magnetic 
ordering in these materials near and above the Neel temperature. The dielectric and 
magnetic properties of Al doped Ni-Cd ferrite nanoparticles suggest that these materials 
are very good for the manufacturing of multi layer inductor chips (MLICS), high density 
data storage devices. The important size dependent superparamagnetic properties of 
Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5-xAlx04 nanoparticles unambiguously make Nio.2Cdo.3Fe2.5.xAlx04 nanoparticles 
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as promising candidates for various practical applications such as MR! contrast enhancement 
agents, magnetic probes for biomolecules and magnetically guided drug delivery. 
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